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Annually, a theme is chosen for
a yearbook that best represents the
campus and its students. This year’s
choice is Wait and See.
Since a great deal of
construction is going on, it is obvious
that the campus is undergoing a great
deal of change; the new oceanography
building and the renovation of the library
are only two examples of growth.
H ow ever,
so m ethin g
is
impersonal about mortar, bricks, and rocks. A
school is not just buildings and achievements;
it’s students. Each student has something unique
and wonderful to bring to this campus, and that
needs to be remembered. That is what this
yearbook is for; to show how students make an
impact on campus. Whether it’s being a president
of an organization or cheering for a favorite
team; the student matters.
But to be realistic, a yearbook never
co m p le te ly captures a s c h o o l’s v ita lity ,
uniqueness, spirit or soul; only students carry
those things within them.
While looking through this book, think
about the people you met, became friends with,
or fell in love with during your years here.
This book is dedicated to you, for you are
the force that gives this campus life. And since
no one knows the
path that life will take
us, we’ll have to
Wait and See.
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Free potato chips were thrown into
“If it’s free, they will come!” That’s
what happened this year at M idnite the crowd as students watched an array of
Madness. Students came out to what games on the Field House gym floor.
could be called a big party to show their Some of the games included Human
school spirit, and to help kick off the 1996 Fooseball, Bunjee running and the Haynes
Couch potato contest.
basketball season.
As the clock ticked down to midnight
The NCAA does not a llo w
basketball teams to start practicing earlier the players for the 1996 season were
than October 15th. Every year ODU introduced as they ran through artificial
students kick off the season with a smoke and flashing strobe lights. The
celebration and a countdown to midnight crowd welcomed them with cheers and
in anticipation of great success for our were treated to a sneak peek of the two
teams participating in a basketball game.
Monarchs and Lady Monarchs.

Students h ad a chance to meet
our “star” players firsthand.

T h is y e a r ’s t u r n o u t w a s
d o u b le d
a s th e O .D .U .
c o m m u n ity
ro ck ed
th e
fieldhouse.

6
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Students at the event were
able to mingle with the players,
venture through the velcro
Olympic or particpate in the
slam dunk contest before the
intrasquad exhibition at 12:01
am.

v n v fR S fT y

Christine Beberdick, an
O .D .U. Escort protects Big
B lu e
fro m
s p ir it e d
stu d en ts
a t M id n ite
M adness.
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A s students make their w ay
to c la s s , th e y h a v e th e
opportunity to see the cam pus
expand .

A com m on scen e a ro u n d
c a m p u s are the frie n d ly
smiles from the construction
workers.

A s a part of the beautification
of
cam pus, m arkers were
placed to direct students to
b u ild in g s , in c lu d in g the
renovated library.
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Just
lik e
stu d e n ts,
construction workers have to
take a lunch break from a
b u sy m orning of work.

76e‘
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All over cam pus
ren o va tio n and
con
struction of new buildings
can be seen.
The
expansion of the library to
twice it’s size (providing
students with additional
study areas and m ore
space for 2 million books
and micro forms), and the
new oceanography building
on the cam pus are
examples of growth and

productivity. Also, the new
addition of the Child Study
Center building and the
addition of the composer’s
room to the Diehn Fine and
Performing Arts building are
just two examples of the
c o lle g e ’s ded icatio n to
e xce lle n ce .
A lth ough
campus developement can
bean inconvenient at times,
it will send ODU into the
21st century.

S u n lig h t s h in e s o n the
p ro gress
of
th e
new
oceanography building.
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Walls. Without decorations, they are just barriers

their rooms or apartments. While posters reign as the

between rooms. They become much more interesting

most popular, students are finding glow-in-the-dark

when decorated, an expression of personality livens

stars and planets are just as ornamental. Since most

up the whole room. Many campus residents will use

students cannot stand being in a plain room, they

anything from posters to food wrappings to decorate

sprinkle a little originality and “poof!....” a new home.

The right am ount of light and
a few stuffed anim als make
any room cozy.

T h e
liveliness of a
ro o m
is
a lw a y s
enhanced by adding a
plant, even if it’s filled to
c a p a c it y w it h o th e r
furnishings.
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S t u d y in g , le a r n i n g a n d
getting a degree are only part
o f the experience o f going
aw ay to college. Som etim es
hom esickness sets in too.

S tu d en ts
r e fle c t
th e
progress o f their education
by
u s in g
in fo r m a t iv e
posters.

Everyone is u nique w h en it
com es to the expression of
their creative im agination,
however, com m on interests
unite generations.

If these w alls could talk, w ho
kn ow s w h at they could tell
us.

‘T V a lfo 1 1

The Big Brother and Big Sister
Program is a volunteer mentor program
for incoming and transfer students. The
Hugo A. Owens African American Cultural
Center assigns upperclass students with
new students of the university.
The upperclassmen students are
responsible for familiarizing students with
the university, its services, and its
environment. In doing so, new students
gain awareness of the community,as well
as support from interaction with a big
brother or big sister. This program supports
cooperation by all participants and will try

to encourage ongoing relationships with
other students, faculty, staff, and the
community.
This year’s Big Brother/Big Sister
Picnic was held on September 6, in Webb
Center. Underclassman mingled while they
ate and learned more about ODU. It also
co n siste d of
ic e b re a ke rs,w h e re
underclassman were paired with their
mentors, a step show and music provided
by the band The Underground, and a D.J.
from WODU. Participating in the step show
were Zeta Phi Beta, Alpha Phi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha Psi, and Omega Psi Phi.

Ice Ice Baby! M ark Jackson
leads W alter Brown, Jerry
Fitz and Lam ont Brow n in a
team step.

12
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D J “D oughboy” from W O D U
is mixin it u p at the step show.
From left to right: W alter
Brown, Jerry Fitz, Reynard
Easley, Lam ont B row n and
C h a u n C hess strut their stuff
in a harm onous lineup.

m m /

D o n ’t think that Chris M artin
and
M ik e
D unbar
a re
practicing their ballet. They’re
ju s t dem onstrating one of the
more complex steps!

Evwell Batten is w arm ing up
for an Om ega Psi Phi roll.

Sty Snat&enfSivt&i
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Wait and see, huh?
That’s what Doug Grimsley
of Sigma Phi Epsilon had to
do.
He convinced his
fraternity brothers to play
softball twenty four hours a
day for five days. This
s o ftb a ll m arathon was
played to raise money for
Operation Smile, a locally
based organization which
perform s reconstructive
su rg e rie s on ch ild re n
throughout the world.
Each sp rin g , the
fraternity participates in a
phone-a-thon for Operation
Smile. This year’s goal was
to play softball for over 111
hours, breaking the world
record, achieved in 1986 by
a Marine Corp group based
in H aw aii.
Sigm a Phi
Epsilon’s faculty advisor,
David La Salle, helped to
organize this event in the
spring of 1996 that would
later put the fraternity into
the annals of history.
As the last few hours
of the softball marathon
approached, the players
were caught telling stories
and m aking com m ents
about the past five days of

14

their lives. Never leaving
the field, the guys had to
have something to keep
them psyched, and music
was their answer. In fact
one song by Adam Sandler
was played every hour
during the marathon.
This event had other
positive results for their
fraternity. First, it shed
some light onto the Greek
o rg a n iz a tio n s , nam ely
Sigma Phi Epsilon, the
participants and organizers
of the marathon, and the
sorority Pi Beta Phi, the
support team throughout
the event. The sisters of Pi
Beta Phi served food and
m ade 7-11 runs fo r
cig a re tte s and Kodiak
chewing tobacco. The
second result of the softball
game marathon was the
experience of bonding and
becoming better friends. In
addition, the brothers set
goals and achieved them.
After 122 hours and 37
minutes, the group was
relieved that it was over,
with much pride still resting
in their hearts.
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A te a m m e m b e r d e s e r v e s
refreshm ent after working h ard
for a good cause.

Pitcher’s ready, batter up!

Hey batter, batter, batter, S A 
W IN G batter!

S o lfa ti ^ciwùuUb&i
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Since this is largely a commuter school, it is

O

10. Wondering what time the 4400 club

difficult to define an unifying element, besides the obvious
fact that we are all students. However, rising from bed
happens the same way for everyone.
Whatever one chooses to do after waking up,

opens
O
2
<

9. Trying not to be run over by a bike
8. Seeing what new buildings are being

new day, and as the sun rises over the Elizabeth River,

constructed
fc
CU 7. Waiting for an opening in traffic to cross
co
Hampton Blvd.

students can be found doing everything from turning over

0
H

we are all bound in the ritualistic cycle of awakening to a

in their beds for those last minutes of sleep to taking time
out to jog a couple of miles through campus, and still
others can be found meeting friends to study over breakfast
in the cafeteria, having a cappuccino at First Colony in
Webb Center, or going to class.

Q

W

5. Trying to find a parking space

1

4. Calling to see if class is canceled
3. Doing homework from the night before.

i

2. Paying a ticket for not having a decal

o

1. Still trying to find a parking space

cu

H
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6. Finding out new names for buildings

T h ese fo u r stu den ts
decided to start their
day off by taking a little
jo g around the campus.

While some students like to start
early, others, like this student,
w ould rather sleep in.
Opening bright and early, First
Colony Coffee Shop helps some
students wake u p a little quicker
with coffee, hot chocolate and
Cappuccino.

S&e attcC S6i*te 17
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The age old struggle
continues to be a volatile
issue. It is not a fig h t
between the Greeks, nor
which dorm is better or if the
women’s field hockey team
is better than the men’s
basketball team. It is a
stru g g le ove r parkin g
spaces. In this case it is not
a survival of the fittest, more
along the lines of parking of
the fa s te s t. The tw o
d o m in a tin g group s on
campus are the commuters
and the residents.
Comm uters make
up approximately 75% of
the p o p u la tio n at Old
Dominion and they have
approximately5000 parking
spaces to share with the
residents who bring cars
with them. While residents
gripe that commuters have
all the spaces, commuters
gripe that there is not
enough parking.
“ I d o n ’t see why
residents need a car, they
are a short walk away from
the campus,” commented
Jeff Lewis, a commuter. “
Granted, if it is raining or
snowing, I wouldn’t want to
walk over here either, but I

18

have to contend w ith every other
commuter in the rain.”
But they also share the same gripe:
“I paid $75 and I still don’t have a place to
park.”
To solve the problem, parking
services designated certain lots resident
or commuter lots and that seems to have
calmed the tension between the two;
residents can not park in commuter lots

Often, commuters and residents don’t have to
leave cam pus to find shopping items to buy,
because m erchants will set up tables in W ebb
for everyones convenience.
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ve n a u a .
and commuters can not
park in resident lots, and
neither can park in staff lots.
But there are some more
disadvantages to being a
commuter.
Commuters are less
involved than those who live
on the campus. Late night
events that require students
to come back to campus
after they have left are not
too
p o p u la r
w ith
commuters.
And
w h ile
commuters bemoan the
fact that they have to park
far away from where their
class is, residents bemoan
the fact that they have to
walk or bike in the rain while
dod gin g
d isg ru n tle d
commuters along Hampton
Blvd. and on Elkhorn Ave.
And
then
th e re
is
h o m e s i c k n e s s
compounded by the food in
the halls and noisy
roommates.
Parking will remain
a problem. But with the
future additions of housing
and more parking facilities,
the problem will ease. But
until then, the competition
continues.

3 cookies for $1 please! Sweet
City candy shop in W eb b is a hot
spot for bo th residen ts an d
com m uters to fulfill that inbetween studies hunger.

It s very common for residents
and commuters to hangout
t o g e th e r
on
cam pus,
especially for events on W ebb
Lawn.

One draw back too being a
resident on cam pus m eans
not having ample space to
personalize. Does this room
belong to our star player or an
N B A fan?

'D 'tiv e on,
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O n Ham pton Blvd. there are
m any stores to benefit both
residents an d commuters.

M any residents choose either
to w alk or ride a bike to class.

2 0
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To assist both residents and
commuters, new signs have
been placed on cam pus to
d ire c t s t u d e n t s to d e s 
tinations.

B ecau se of
the shortage of
parking spaces, side
Streets have becom e an
alternative for commuters.

C o m m u ters a n d resid en ts
come together for different
events on the law n of W eb b
Center.

J e n n ife r
M o o re
sh ow s
enthusiasm for finding an
e m p ty p a r k in g s p o t b y
showing a peace sign.

fë e â id e ttfo va .
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Old Dominion students can be found

java at one of the First Colony Coffee

doing anything from going to class to

House locations while chit-chatting with

checking their E-mail in one of the

friends. Since the campus is so diverse,

convenient computer labs, or even having

it is nearly impossible to predict what any

a quick smoke outside the main buildings.

student maybe doing with their valuable

Other times they can be caught shopping

time. Here is a candid look into a day in

at the bookstore or keyosks found in

the life of students.

Webb Center or even sipping a cup of

Slowly, b u t surely,
these stu d e n ts are
taking the “yellow brick
road” to their classes.
O c c a s io n a lly ,
th is
p ro c ra stin a te d jo u rn e y
can cause some students
to be late for class.

Alm ost all college
stu d en ts sp en d
time studying.

22/4
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A ll a ro u n d c a m p u s m an y
students can be seen with a
“good frie n d .” T h is y o u n g
couple decides to take the
opportunity to catch u p on
their relationship.

Nobody
ever said that life
on cam pus w a s all play
and no work. Fortunately,
this student decided to
catch u p on her chores and
take out the trash!

D u r in g activity h o u r
m any students can be
seen reading, catching
u p on work, eating or
ju st hanging out. These
students decided to use
the time to play a quick
gam e of pool in the gam e
room.

s4
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D J Doughboy, a W O D U radio
disc jockey, provides m usic
for a c a su a l W e b b Center
function.

Several students from O D U ’s
cheering sq u ad sh ow their
spirit at Parent’s Weekend.

At Midnite Madness, the ban d
p a rtic ip a te s in p ro v id in g
m u s ic a l
b ack gro u n d
e n te rta in m e n t fo r th o se
students.

S tu d e n ts
have
to
relax sometimes,
while h anging aroun d
with friends.

Studying in a laboratory is an
alternative to the Library or
W e b b Center.

Two students take out their
frustration by playfully boxing
in an air boxing ring at Fall
Fest.

s4
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Midm
Let’s find out w hich one of you
watches the most t.v.” The
h o st told the con testan ts
characteristics of an actor/
actress an d the contestants
h ad to choose which of the
four choices were correct.
“Gosh, two of these could be
correct, w hich one should I
c h o o s e .” In th is g a m e ,
contestants watched a short
segment of an unaired prime
time show and h a d to decide
w hat the actor w ould say next.
They h ad a choice of three
p o ssib ilitie s. T h e w in n in g
team received a ford t-shirt
while the losers got a ford
water bottle.

2 6
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The CBS College
Tou r came to ODU to treat
students to a spectacular
event. Unloaded from a
number of tractor trailer
tru cks, the ela b o ra te
spread of te n ts and
artificial sets were like
magnets, and attracting
students was not going to
be a problem.
From the moment
the trucks came and CBS
employees began to pitch
the tents and assemble
the props, students were
interested. Quiz shows,
mock TV shows sets, and
one tent was dedicated to
showing sneak previews
of upcoming movies.
Invited on stage to
These students participated
in the C B S t.v. gam e show s
and w on prizes. Looks like a
lot of fun!

participate in quiz shows
of all sorts, students were
asked random questions
about a variety of topics.
Crowds that gathered
around
the
stages
cheered the winners, and
were given free products
from the sponsors.
Standing on stage
and finishing lines from
p o p u la r T.V . show s
earned fre e T -s h irts .
Students were allowed to
dress-up in prop outfits
and perform skits from
soap operas, and free
make-up and beauty aids
were passed out.
In essence, the
CBS College Tour was
an
o p p o rtu n ity
fo r
stu d e n ts to in te ra c t
together and get free stuff,
and who can ask for
anything better?

(^ S S (Z o tle y e *7ow t 2 7

“I’m going to put some issues
on the table and then w e ’re
going to have a discussion.”
President Koch meets with Dr.
R uth and welcom es her to the
university.

M any students h ad to listen
intentively so they w ould not
m iss D r. R u th ’s h ila rio u s
jokes.

28

Dr. Ruth Westheimer

MI® ;

mggg?

11

Dr. Ruth did a book signing
at the p r e s s con feren ce
before the evening’s lecture.

Throughout the duration of the President Lecture Series, Old Dominion has hosted
many distinguished guests. However, the most popular guest so far has been Dr. Ruth
Westheimer, a popular sex therapist known for her candor. Her presence set attendance
records and sparked community interest as well.
Dr. Ruth attended school in Switzerland where she was sent at the age of 10 to
escape the Holocaust. At 16, she fought for Israel’s independence with the Jewish
Freedom Fighters. Later she moved to Paris, where she taught kindergarten and studied
at the Sorbonne.
In 1956, she immigrated to the U.S. and obtained her Master’s Degree in Sociology
from the Graduate Faculty of the New School of Social Research. Next, she attended
Columbia University’s Teacher’s College to obtain a Doctorate of Education in the
Interdisciplinary Study of the Family. She has worked for Planned Parenthood and at the
New York Hospital-Cornell University Medical Center as an Adjunct Associate Professor.
In addition, she has taught at various colleges and universities.
As a renowned psychosexual therapist, she has been on the radio with her
program, Sexually Speaking which started in 1980 as a fifteen minute show that aired
after midnight on Sundays. A year later, it became an hour show that aired 10 p.m. where
she answered listener’s questions.
Currently, she is an Adjunct Professor at NYU, a partner of the New York Academy
of Medicine, and has her private practice. She also frequently lectures at universities
throughout the country and has been named “College Lecturer of the Year” twice.
When she lectured here at ODU her speech had the audience laughing all night.
There was local news coverage and an interpreter for the hearing impaired. Dr. Ruth
explained how students should have sex with decorum. She also talked about
masturbation, abortions, and homosexuality, and stressed that “everyone has to be
sexually literate, despite their background.”

Most of the crowd h ad to view Dr. Ruth on television screens
throughout the cafeteria. However, being in her presence
w as an important event in one’s memory.

29
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President Jam es V. Koch h as taken O .D .U. into the 21st century with his vision of the
future for our university.

3 2
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In July 1990, Dr.
James V. Koch became the
sixth p re sid e n t of the
university, and since then
has led the university to
unprecedented growth and
expansion.
Largely to Koch’s
efforts, the university now
has the largest distance
learning system in the
U n j t e d S t a t e s ;
TELETECHNET. Annually,
about 2,000 students take
courses to obtain degrees
from a number of different
baccalaureate programs
o ffe re d
th ro ugh
the
in te ra c tiv e
d ista n ce
learning system.

^ ’idcctent found *1/.
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Dr. A . Kherredine

Dr. Kneeland K. Nesius
Dr. Kneeland K. Nesius is an Associate Professor

Dr. Ali Kheireddine is a professor of

of Biological Sciences. He holds B A and MA. degrees in.

Mechanical Engineering. He received his Masters

Biological (Sciences from Purdue University, as well as a

from ODU in 1992 and his Ph.D. in 1996.

He’s

Ph.D. in Botany from the University of Oklahoma. In addition

travelled and given presentations in Ralegh, N.C.,

he was awarded the Hirschfield Faculty Excellence Award

Atlanta, Ga., and Portland, Oregon. He stated that

in 19%.

“everything has been thought about before but the

He has taught biology at ODU since 1973, and

problem is to think of it again,” also, “ODU is growing

created a class, Life (Science 108N, to b e taught using

and has potential. Its a city environment and one can

instructional objectives and multiple testing with diagnostic

find anything.”

messages.

Whether its Thermodynamics, fluid dynamics,

In addition, Dr. Nesius published his own

textbooks for this class, and there are even plans to place

or heat transfer, Dr. Kherredine does it all, while

the class on the World Wide Web. He also teaches upper

adjusting to a new system as an assistant Professor,

level biology courses, such as Plant Physiology, Botany,

he takes his job quite seriously, and it is this

Team Teach CdL and Marine Biology.

seriousness and strong dedication to Mechanical
Engineering that reflects on his students.

His

Dr. Nesius’ interests go beyond the scope of
campus.

He likes to monior productivity in the lower

commitment to the quality o f teaching enforces the

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries; which incidentally, he has

commitment needed by students to achieve their

written several articles on.

goals, and they appreciate himthat much more for it

performs research for the Virginia &tate W ater Control

Hisyouth and enthusiasm trickle down to his students,

Board.

and this is why Dr. K. is one of our favorite
professors at O.D.U.

In addition, he currently

He is favored among many biology students
because of his sensitivity to their needs and his use of
comedy throughout his lecture classes. He commented that
“teaching is a very rewarding career, and the ingredients to
becoming a successful teacher are caring for students’
need s, patient listening, and clear, motivating explanations.”

34
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M indy M acN eil
B efo re coming to O ld Dominion, Mindy, as
she likes to b e called, lived and worked in O hio for
nine years. While playing Grad stu d en t she was a
house mom for Chi Omega.

After that, she was

d irector o f (Student Activities and a R esid en t
D irector. Then she came to O.D.U. in 1987. ¿h e
started o ff as the Coordinator for G reek Affairs, and
held that p o st until 1995.
At first she occasionally taught EL<S 101, and
still d o es to this date. But she was committed to
helping the students, and enjoyed ecouraging them
to becom e part o f community service organizations,
such as Alpha Phi Omega and C ircle K. ¿h e also
took the position o f Faculty ¿ecretary o f Omega
D elta Kappa, a leadership honor society which
graduated over a dozen honor graduates this year.
After moving to the Athletic Departm ent as Lifeskills
Program Coordinator, Mindy then becam e an Assistant
Academic Advisor.
Personnaly, she loves helping students,
and her English Bulldog, Missy. When asked what she
thought o f ODU she said ,'“I chose to come to O ld
Dominion b ecau se the p eop le I met (students)
w ere bright enthusiastic, caring and committed. I’ve
found much o f the same since I’ve b een here. I’mnot
disappointed. I’m committed to staying. This is my
eleventh year.” W e’re glad sh e’s b een here for us
too.

Elizabeth Esnhart
Elizabeth H. Esinhart is an A ssociate P ro fesso r in the
Political ¿cie n ce and Geography D epartm ent and the P re Law
Advisor. This is the university’s official title for Mrs. Esinhart but
her students know her to b e the caring, genuinely encouraging
teach er and professional they hope to becom e someday. Her
practical approach to teaching fo rces them to think about the
su b jects o f law, and not ju st internalize, memorize, and re p e a t This
is what makes her one o f this year’s Favorite P rofessors.
Mrs. Esinhart started her rise to the to p at Mount Holyoke
in ¿outh Hadley, M assachusetts, graduating in 1976. There she
earned her way into the prestigious law program at Duke
University in North Carolina, and graduated from Duke with her J.D .
in 1979. Her incredible litigation abilities landed her in Norfolk at
the prominent firm o f W illcox and ¿avage P C .

While at the firm,

she held an adjunct position here at the university, and d ecid ed
to teach full-time in 1994. ¿h e has b ee n one o f the universities most
prize possessions, being included in most o f the presid ent’s bus
tours and recruiting engagements, ¿h e is most in terested in the
students and their su ccess. Everyone o f her students know they
can count on her as an open-minded and sensible mentor. When
asked about her part in the instruction o f young adults, she replied
“her philosophy o f teaching is to encourage the su ccess o f each
o f her students.” ¿h e uses a “hands on approach to teaching that
com bines theory with p ractice” to ensure that the students are
understanding the law, the basis for each part o f it and how
important it is to have a strong foundational knowledge o f it
Concerning th e decision to teach instead o f practicing law, Mrs.
Esinhart says, “I’mprivileged to teach students who are intelligent
articulate, and motivated and I learn something new from them
everyday.”
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Dr. G. Selby
Dr. Gregory Selby is a processor of Mechanical
Engineering, and the chairman ofthe Mechanical Engineering
Department Before comingto Old Dominion, he received
his Bachelor o f Science degree from the University of
Virginia, and his Masters and Doctorate degrees from the
University o f Delaware. With all of this education, most
would think he would be earning accolades in the the
private sector, but he takes a lot Qfpride in teaching, and
his students appreciate it
Outside of class though, Dr. Selby is very

Elliot C. Jones

unique. Mot many professors spend their time outside of

Elliot C. Jones, professor of Fine Arts, graduated

class as a preacher at a local church, especially not a

from Norfolk State University in 1974 with a Bachelor of

professor of Mechanical Engineering. Dr. Selby manages

Arts, degiee. He then received a Masters of Fine Arts

to fit a more than cumbersome schedule of classes,

from Ohio State University in 1976. He teaches two

advising, and mentoring into a life dedicated to G od This

dimensional design; color, basic, intermediate and

is just another aspect of his life that sets him apart from

advanced levels of drawing and painting; two dimensional

the re st considering his educational background.
What makes Dr. Selby so special to his students

drawing media, watercolor, oil, and aciylic painting

is that he is veiy responsive to their needs. Whether he

studio and seminar courses.

is in his gas dynamics class, or outside the classroom, he

received several grants, had many exhibitions, one

media; basic art appreciation; and graduate level
Professor Jones has

really listens and tries to help eveiy student who needs

publication, given numerous lectures, and has been a

it Students know when they come to him that they are

judge for events such as the Virginia Beach Boardwalk

going to get help from someone who sincerely cares, and

Art Show. Also, he has obtained honorable mentions

this makes himone of the favorite professors on campus.

in art shows, has artwork on display in area office
buildings, and has served as chair for several University
services, as well as in the community.
When asked what he enjoyed about teaching
he said that he loved the interaction with students. “I
especially enjoy responsive students who have an
evidence of learning I also have many exhibits of my
art work that is shown regionally and nationally. I stress
to mystudents the importance of how to see. I tell them
to be their most creative selves. The key to learning
is seeing as perceiving.”

3 6
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John Dayve
Although Professor John J. Davye has retired
from teaching at Old Dominion, he is still admired and
considered to be one of the best professors in the music
department

He holds a Bachelor of Music from the

University of Miami (1952) and a Masters of Music from Ithaca

JebM idyette

College (1965). He still teaches the occassional composition
class, and students feel fortunate to study with him.
From 1966 until 1983, Dayve was the Director of

Jeb Midyette, an instructor of English, graduated

the ODU Concert Choir; under his tutelage they made

from the University of Alabama- Birmingham, with a

countless appearances with the Norfolk Symphony

Bachelors degree in English, and received his

Orchestra, performed at the John F. Kennedy Center for

Masters degree at William and Maiy. All this was

the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C. as a part of the

done before teaching at ODU, which he has done

Bicentennial Parade of American Music, and at the Loyola

for the past eight years. He teaches mostly lower

University Bicentennial Collegiate Choral Festival in New
Orleans, La.

level classes, such as, Freshmen Composition and
Literature. In addition, he tutors on campus and

In 1985, he founded and directed the Composition

maintains contact with his students by including

program at the newly established Governor’s Magnet
School for the Arts, in Norfolk, VA. In addition, he was a

scheduled conferences in their curriculum.
He has two children, Jamie who’s eleven
years old and Jackson who’s seven years old, whom

guest-conductor and a frequent adjuidcator throughout
the eastern United States and Canada.

he thinks about constantly and refers to during class

He has also done larger works, such as a chorus

discussions. (Students mostly remember his classes
for use of (School House Dock Cartoons in teaching

of Mixed Voices, Organ and Brass Q uartet which was
commissioned by the First Lutheran Church of Norfolk, in

basic grammar, and joining other Freshman

commemoration of the 500th anniversary of the birth of

Composition classes for interaction with students.

Martin Luther. Another work is the Symphony in One

These efforts “made us want to go to class”said one
of his students.

Movement commissioned by ODU in celebration of its
Golden Anniversary, and Sonatine For Two Pianos, which

When asked how he felt about teaching, he

was commissioned by the Portsmouth, VA Music Study
Club.

said, “ teaching is the most important feature of a
love ODU as well as its students.” His commitment

In 1989, he completed his composition of a ballet
Four Days From My Life; the libretto and choreography

to teaching and dedication to students are what

was done by fellow Old Dominion professor, Istvan Ament

university. I care about teaching and students. I

makes him one ODU’s favorite professors.
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Andrew E. Adler ~
BS - Psychology

Ashby F. Ahner ~
BS- Phys. Ed - Sports

Steven D. Albertson ~
BS- Mechanical Engineering

Nathaniel J. Alexander ~
BS- Psychology

Tamara L. Alexander ~
BA- Studio Art

Kendall E. Allen ~
BS - Mechanical Eng. Tech

Amy J. Alvis ~
BS - Dental Hygiene

Mary F. Andrews ~
BS - Sociology

Amma K. Anyane-Ntow~
BA - Communication

Joseph B. Atanacio ~
BS - Human Services Coun.

Denis M. Babichenko ~
BA - Internantional Studies

Justin M. Baden ~
BA - English, Journalism

Kevin N. Barnes ~
BS - Electrical Engineering

Scott T. Baxter ~
BS - Communications

#•* i
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Crystal R. Baylor ~
BS- Business Management

Victoria H. Best ~

g

BS - Human Services Coun.
W ill J u lie t S a w i h a v e
enough energy to study for
her genetic energy test that
she put off?

y

f

e

April M. Bethel-'
BS - Information Systems

Wendy J. Bloodgood ~
BS - Information Systems

Michelle L. Booth ~
BS - Psychology

Brandon N. Boyd
BS - Information Systems

Melissa C. Brady ~
BS - Interdisciplinary Studies

George A. Brockham ~
BS - Environ. Safety & Health

Adrienne F. Bullock ~
BS - Sports Medicine

Crystal K. Burke ~
BS - Criminal Justice

(pno-cras-ti-nate)
[pro-forw ard - cras-to m o rro w ]
Procrastination is a
very bad habit, but almost
all students do it. The
intention of doing work,
running errands, and even
the smallest of chores are
am ong
the
list
of
procrastinated things on a
student’s list. Sophomore
C h ristop her Scott said,
“Other things come up and
mess up my schedule, I
even take my school work
with me thinking I will get the
work done, but it doesn’t get
done
w ith
a h ectic
schedule.”
Studying and work
ing on papers are the most
com m on p rocrastinated
school projects.
Every
professor says “don’t wait

until the night before this is
due to start on it I But we
do it every time.
Procrastination on
school work can lead to
insomnia and stress. It’s in
the back of your mind, “I still
have to type that paper,
damn! How will I ever get
this done?” Thinking about
it wastes more time than
doing it. Then that stress
builds up. It’s enough to
make one quit school and
join the army.
P rocrastination is
particularly easy for college
students because there are
so many diversions. Mostly,
it’s the alm ost endless
amount of work. No matter
how much you get done,
there is always more.

Lines in the bookstore start
to get longer and longer as
students wait to b u y their
books at midterms.
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Leigh M. Burton~
BA - Studio Art

Thyessa L Burton ~
BA - English

Tyronna R. Butler ~
BS - Business Administration

Jonathan W. Byers
BS - Criminal Justice

Robert H. Byng Jr.
BS - Technology Ed.

Mark E. Cabacungan ~
BS - Criminal Justice

Jessica G. Calpito ~
BS -Nuclear Medicine Tech.

Shauanda L. Carrington ~
BS - Dental Hygiene

com.put.er
students@ lab.odu.edu
When it’s 8:30 am handwritten. Students flood
and your eight page paper the labs the day before it’s
is due at 11am and you due, spending hours trying
don’t have a computer, what to make it presentable.
Some students are
do you do? The solution is
fa m ilia r
w ith
to go to one of the many m ore
c o m p u te r la b s lo ca te d computers, so they only
around campus. Sounds use the labs to check their
simple right? Well, don’t E-mail or send one, or do
forget that there are other some research on the WEB.
is
why
the
students with that same T h is
problem. Crowded labs administration is trying to
are com m on, especially makeCS101 a requirement
before midterms and finals. in th e new G E N -E D
S e ve ra l s tu d e n ts fin d curriculum. Everyone will
them selves putting their need to know how to use
computers in the future, and
name on the waiting list!
C o m p u te rs have we are dedicated to leading
becom e a n e ce ssity at the college community into
college. Rarely do pro the 21 st Century (with Buck
and
Luke
fessors allow their students R o gers
to hand in a paper that is Skywalker).
Diligently, Regina Moore w orks
on h er E n glish p ap er u sin g
one of m any free com putersthe
university offers.
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Jennifer A. ChappellBS - Communications

Cheryl A. Chucoski ~
BS - Communications

Marite F. Clifford BS - Chemistry

Daphne H. Cobb
BS - Marketing

Luz Ingrid T. Conde \
BS - Psychology

Stacey L. Crawford &
BS - Speech Pathology

Rachel A. Crockett ~
BA - English

Nancy E. Cronin ~
BS - Nursing

Heather C. CrowlingBS - Marketing

mr

Carin J. Davis ~
BS - Electrical Engineering

«

Don Davis ~
BS - Interdisciplanary Studies

Marleena A. Debrough
BS - Health Science

Nancy C. DickensBS - Interdisciplinary Studies

David M. Dilts BS - Political Science

Tracie Y. Dobyns BS - Sports Medicine

Shama P. Dowden BS - Criminal Justice

S tu d e n t s c a n b e fo u n d
working on English papers,
sending an E-mail, or surfing
the W orld W ide W eb.

(2<wtfcuteri
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Lorraine Emerson-WilcherBA - Philosophy and English

Vema E. Fajardo ~
BS - Environmental Health

Mecca Faulk ~
BS - IDS/Elem.-Middle School

Ed W. Ferreira
BS - Criminal Justice

Michael J. Ferris —
BS - Psychology

LaToya E. Floyd ~
BA - Social Studies/Sec. Educ.

Jennifer L. Francella ~
BS - Sociology

Shakira A. Freckleton ~
BS - Biology

Debra Freeman ~
BA - English

Heather S. FurnessBS -English Education

Puvana Ganesan BA - Communication

Christine M. Gard
BA - English

Nicole M. GervaseBS -Biology

Meredith T. Gilliard BS - Communications

Robert L. Glenn Jr. BS - Environmental Health

Oscar Gomeiz —
BS - Mechanical Engineering
A t the reception for the
student art show, students
get to interact w ith the artist
an d their w orks.
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Wendy Goodbred ~
BS - Sports Medicine

David A, Goode ~
BS - Human Services Coun.

Tony E. Gordon ~
BS - Mechanical Eng. Tech.

John Gosney ~
BS - International Business

Nicole Graves ~
BS - Finance

Sabrina D. Gray ~
BS - Political Science

Tonia Greene-Jefferson ~
BA - English Secondary Educ.

Toshia R. Green ~
BS - Criminal Justice

on display
beyond th e imagination
November 18th was
o p e n in g n ig h t fo r th e
Student Art Show at the
University Gallery. Organ
ized by the Student Art
League, the show included
works done by 42 students.
W ell over one hundred
people came out to show
theirsupportfor student art.
The competition was
judged by Ann DearsleyV e rn o n ,
d ire c to r
of
education at the Chrysler
M useum of Art. Janet
S haughnessy
w as
awarded with first place
honors for two mixed media
pieces, “Sludge” and “No
Eat Fish.” Daniel Jude
Tyrett won second place

fo r his th re e w o rks,
“Untitled,” “Untitled #6,” and
“ D o c trin e s
of
M ass
Production -One Size Does
Not Fit All.” Richard Dooling
won Judges Choice for his
tw o p a in tin g s, “ E scape
From Gridland” and ‘The
Interview.” Third Place went
to Diana McFarland for her
three pieces, “Snow White
Goes Grunge,” “Bridge of
Prozac,” and“Sanssensible
and Sillybilly.”
On the whole, the Art
Show was a great success.
Organizers look forward to
next year’s exhibition, and
hope to expand the number
of a rtis ts and p ie ce s
displayed.

Students w ere able to w alk
aro u n d an d look at different
art pieces.
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Allen M. Griffith BS- Electrical Eng. Tech.

Doris A. Grumbach ~
BS - Psychology

Andrea L. Haggins ~
BA - Political Science

John M. Hahn
BS - Accounting

Nicole A. Hargrove ~
BS - Accounting/ISYS

Brian D. Harold ~
BS - Finance

Alethia N. Harper ~
BS - Occ. Tech. Studies

Renita D. Harris ~
BA - Information Systems

m a zone

w o rk in g hard to make good grades
What is a studious
student? Well, they are the
ones you find at the library,
in th e s tu d y c u b b ie s ,
reading a book in the midst
of the lunch hour, or on one
of the lounge chairs in the
dorm. These students are
determined to gettheir work
done and in on tim e ,
especially if they have
other things to do, such as
work. Getting a good grade,
or at least knowing they did
their best to study for a test,
is very important to one’s
college career. Most of the
time .studying reflects on
their tests, papers,or even
life s ty le s .
S tu d io u s
students will definitely give
it their all in the “real” world.
F o rtu n a te ly ,
fo r
those students who don’t
study, these people will be

there in the future to carry
us into the 21st century.
Now th o u g h , th e y are
merely a subject for the
majority to make fun of their
eventless lives. W hile
some are sucking the air
out of beer cans and playing
pool at the pubs across
Hampton Blvd., they are
diligently preparing for a
successful future.
Some students get
upset as studious students
get A’s and they get C’s or
worse, because they ruin
the Bell Curve for those who
need it. Whether students
gain kn o w le d g e from
reading or show off their
well toned belching skills,
the most important part of
the college experience is
knowing it was an enjoyable
one.
F ra n k K n igh t stu d ie s d ili
gently as his g a s D ynam ics
test approaches.
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TaRhonda L. Harrison ~
BS- Management

Schnika L. Hatch ~
BS - Communications

Andrew C. Henniker ~
BS - Marketing

Leslie A. Hodges ~
BS - Finance

Lori E. Hoots ~
BS - Nursing

I-Chung Huang ~
BS - Computer Science

James E. Hunter Jr. ~
BS - Mathematics

Mark A. Ingersoll ~
BA - Computer Science

Ronald T. Jackson ~
BA- English

Jon C. James ~
BS - Psychology

Sue-Ting Jan ~
BS - Statistics

Ashley N. Jarrett
BS - Occ.l Tech. Studies

Kim S. Johnson ~
BS - Human Service Couns.

Jerome W. Kalkhof ~
BS - Computer Science

Aksel Keklik BS - Exercise Science

Pamela L. Koch ~
BA - English
It’s nerd, it’s dork, no it’s
Jerem y A llen deciding to
take a few m inutes o f his
free time to stu dy for an
upcom ing Astronom y test.
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Steven A. Kundert ~
BS- Counseling

Carol J. Kutchenriter ~
BS - IDS £lem/Middle

Michael P. Layman ~
BS - Mechanical Engineering

Kimberly T. Leach
BS - Communications

Jeong H. Lee ~
BA - Fine Art

Sheri R. Lemon ~
BS - Physical Education

Katie Light-Keene ~
BS - Human Services Couns.

Gwendolyn D. Linnette ~
BS - OTS -Fashion

Audrey T. Lucero ~
BS - Information Systems

DeAnn J. Maddox ~
BS - Criminal Justice

Latisha R. Majette ~
BS - Management

Victor I. Marcos
BA - Graphic Design

Staci N. Marshall ~
BS - Communications

Mario Marzano ~
BS - Psychology

Minako Masubuchi ~
BS - Psychology

Staci R. McCoy ~
BS - Political Science
It’s okay to take a b re a k
from the stressful school
w o r k , a s lo n g a s y o u
rem em ber to w ak e up.
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Taneha N. McCray ~
BS- Human Services Coun.

Michael S. McGowan ~
BS - Interdisciplinary Studies

Christopher p. McKee ~
BS - Medical Technology

Teddy J. Midkiff
BS - Criminal Justice

Anshan M. Miller ~
BS - Interdisciplinary Studies

Jeremy A. Moore ~
BS - Computer Engineering

Malcom D. Moore ~
BS - Human Service Coun.

Sharetta A. Morrow ~
BS - Dental Hygiene

stressed out
just one o f those days
Imagine waking up
at the crack of dawn in order
to travel twenty-plus miles
to a campus with a sparse
supply of parking, then
having to walk a marathon
pace across campus to
make it to class on time.
Then the u n b e lie va b le
realization arrives after
finally getting to class, that
all of the books and
homework are still in the
car, dorm or home.
This
sce n a rio
illustrates a form of stress.
Anxiety can take on many
forms on a college campus,
and students have the
difficulties of adjusting from
a high school setting to a
university one. Eating,

sle e p in g
and
so cial
activitie s have become
death de fyin g acts of
courag e and re stra in t.
B re a kfa st is ty p ic a lly
skipped so students can roll
over for a third time and
dinner is postponed until the
days activities are through.
When stresses and
co m p ro m ise s m ust be
made, stress can really build
up. Freshman have the
stress of adjusting from high
school to college, making
newfriends and picking their
first semester of classes.
Stress doesn’t have
to rule one’s life. Whether it
be college, the family, or
the work force, the key is
knowing how to manage it.

Study, study, study! Lucy
N e v in s g ets s t re s s e d o u t
studying for her geography
m ap test.
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Martha A. Murillo ~
BA - Criminal Justice

Helen E. Nichols ~
BS - Dental Hygiene

Annette A. Norfleet ~
BA - Counseling

Jennifer P. Novak ~
BS - Dental Hygiene

LaTarsha D. Person ~
BS - Occup. Tech. Studies

Kha V. Pham BS - Computer Engineering

Tamara Riddle ~
BS - Nursing

Julie L. Pool ~
BS - Human Services Coun.

to p 10 things

crowded hallways
10. You can avoid your ex-girlfriend.
9. You can avoid her new boyfriend.
8. You could get your feet stepped on.
7. You can find the missing issues of the Mace and
Crown.
6. You can lose your wallet to a pick-pocket.
5. You can pass gas and not get blamed for it!
4. You can lose precious time that can be used for
sleeping.
3. You can follow someone to a place you didn’t want
to go.
2. You can spill your drink on someone and they won’t
care.
and the #1 thing that can happen in a crowded
hallway....
1.

Lose your sanity and no one will notice.
Are these students partaking
in a w alk in g m arathon or are
they ju s t late to class due to
crow ded hallw ays?
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Lisa M. Post ~
BS - IDS/Elem.-Middle Educ.

Noelle R. Quartararo ~
BS - Crmn. Justice -Psychology

Jacnita L. Raines ~
BS - OTS/Fashion

Jennifer L. Rairigh ~
BS - Civil Engineering

Monica D. Richardson ~
BS - Elementary Education

Karla A. Riffle ~
BS - Criminal Justice

Shannon M. Ringer ~
BS - Psychology

Pamela M. Roberts ~
BS - Speech Language

Christine M. Rogers »
BS- Psychology

Catherine J. Rowell ~
BS - Dental Hygiene

Erica R. Russell ~
BS - Psychology

Sandeep S. Samudre
BS - Biology

Beth-Ann J. Schwartz
BA - English

Michele T. Scott ~
BA - Criminal Justice

Sarah H. Sheikh ~
BS - Biology

Katherine M. Shelton
BA - English
Are the halls in B A L worse
than rush hour traffic? W e’ll
let the commuters decide.
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Sheila L. Sigafoos ~
BA - Music Education

Jeanette L. Sing BS - Psychology

LaQuita M. Slone ~
BS - Criminal Justice

Douglas J. Smith ~
BS - Health Physical Educ.

Dylan P. Smith ~
BA - Music

Jennifer M. Smith ~
BS - Marketing

Jennifer S. Smith ~
BS -Accounting

Lauren J. Smith ~
BS - Biology

Chalarra A. Snead ~
BS- Psychology

Patricia N. Southard ~
BS - Management

Lori A. Spitzli ~
BS - Biology

James H. Spriggs ~
BA - Information Systems

Dena M. Stanley ~
BS - Business Administration

Shannon L. Stansbury ~
BS - Criminal Justice

Gregory C. Steele ~
BS -Civil Engeneering

Stephanie Stockdale ~
BS - Criminal Justice

(photo by Will Bassett)

W in e a p p r e c ia t io n 101
taught by Roy L. William s
involves wine tasting and a
lesson on culture associated
with wine.
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Koshua N. Stratton ~
BS- Education

Stephanie D. Stuart BA - Business D. Stuart

Tamara Y. Summers *
BS - Criminal Justice

Danielle R. Swinko ~
BS - Criminal Justice

Kazumi Takao Éjf
BS - International Business

Alan H. Thomton ~
BS - Finance

Danielle N. To ~
BS - Medical Technology

Kelly J. Triplett ~
BS - Recreation Leisure Stud.

crazy classes
anything fo r a credit
We as ODU students
gather here on campus daily
to make our way to the
classes that will ultimately
bring us closer to our goals.
Som e p re tty standard
classes include english,
mathematics, and sciences.
For some it is not out of the
que stion to engage in
studying heavily advanced
sciences and depressingly
word literary classes. The
reasoning behind these
cla sses are not all
misunderstood.
However, there are
some classes offered that
even the most scientifically
inclined or the deepest
lite ra ry reader w ould
coo
o
¿ F a v o r it e p r o ffe s s o r D r.
| N e w m a n e x p la in s pitch...
ro le...yaw , term s u s e d in
o Flight M echanics, an unusual
,§ class becuase only five people
^ are enrolled in it.

wonder about. The tasting
of alcoholic beverages or
b e tte r know n as W ine
A p p re c ia tio n 101 are
probably better suited for
boring friday evenings.
Other classes that
can be considered weird,
but still challenge students
are bird watching and the
study of the c u ltu ra l
activities of mushrooms.
T he se
cla sse s
o b v io u s ly hold som e
im portance to a select
group, somewhere. It is still
interesting to take notice of
the unusual classes that
students will either take to
get a grade or to truly
e xp e rie n ce so m ethin g
different.
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Cynthia C. Vaught ~
BS - Interdisciplinary Studies

Tammy M. Vertz ~
BA - History

Rick Vigenski ~
BS - Graphic Design

Jennifer D. Wallace
BA - Management

Lisa I. Walker ~
BS - Fashion

Kendra C. Ward ~
BS - Marketing

John S. Watso ~
BS -Mechanical Engineering

Bradley H. Watts ~
BA - Speech

celebration
w elco m e to th e real w o rld
In December, Old
D o m in io n
U n iv e rs ity
c e le b ra te d
its
85th
commencement exercise
for its spring graduates.
Downtown Norfolk was the
venue for observing the
achievements of upper
classmen. Students, family
and friends congregated in
the Norfolk Scope for the
graduation ceremonies.
Following the usual
p ro c e s s io n of m u sica l
selections and speakers
th e
co m m e n c e m e n t
address was provided by
Joanna Lau, President of
Lau T e c h n o lo g ie s . An
alumna of ODU, Joanna
Lau is the founder and
president of Lau T ech
nologies, an electronics
manufacturing company in
Acton, MA. She was one

of the 12 women to receive
the First Annual Leadership
A w ard to w o m en in
business in June 1993from
the New England Council.
C a n d id a te s w ere
then presented with their
respective degrees much
to the delight of family and
friends, as w ell as the
graduates themselves. Old
D o m in io n
U n iv e rs ity
President James V. Koch
d e liv e re d th e c lo s in g
remarks.
Immediately follow
ing the ceremony at the
Norfolk Scope individual
ce re m o n ie s w e re held
throughout the exhibition
halls.. These proceedings
were given to recognize and
photograph the graduates
separately.
Eric R an son e sm iles as he
readies him self for a career as
a m echanical engineer.
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David B. Watts ~
BS - Science

Benita L. Weaver ~
BS - Information Systems

Dianne F. Webb ~
BS - Accounting/ISYS

Brad R. West
BA - Health and P.B.

James F. Wescott ~
BS - Health and P.E.

Amanda B. White ~
BS - Civil Engineering

Dayna Williams ~
BS -Criminal Justice

Jennifer A. Williams ~
BA - Graphie Design

Phalishia C. Wingate ~
BA - Psychology/Spanish

Comita D. Wright ~
BS - Finance

Carter Tucker ~
BS - Health Science

Chip Estep looks forw ard to a
better tom orrow b u t today
his thoughts are on the after
graduation party.

“The future of our great country
lays am o n g the fou n d ation
built b y great people.” At the
S c o p e , O D U ’s g r a d u a t e s
p rep are
to
b u ild
th a t
foundation.
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This year, ODU
renamed one of it’s dorms
to honor one of it’s biggest
assets, George William
W hitehurst.
Previously
known as M idrise, the
building was dedicated to
“Dr. Bill” for his years of
dedication and service to
the u n ive rsity and the
community as a whole.
The earliest recol
lection of Dr. Bill available
to the Laureate is in the
1953-54 y e a rb o o k(th e
Chieftain) where he was
listed as a Social Studies
teacher. The 1962 year
book (know n as the
Troubadour) dedicated the

annual to Dr. Bill as “a friend
to the student, an o u t
standing teacher, and a
warm and friendly per
sonality.” This was his last
listing as a “ Professor”
though, as he became the
Dean of Student’s in 1963.
In 1968, Dr. Bill left
ODU to become Norfolk’s
Congressman where he
served the distict for 9
consecutive terms, retiring
from politics in 1986. He
returned to ODU as History
Professor shortly after, and
today remains a favorite
among students and faculty
alike, more than worthy of
the honor.

The salad b a r at W hitehurst
cafeteria is well visited and
loved b y health conscious
residents.
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Many activities such as a self
defense class are offered in
the G resham pool room.

Sh an n on Jackson a Johnson
and W ales student takes time
to help out a fellow student at
the information desk.

G resham Hall is
named after Earl Thomas
G resham who was a
Charter Member of the ODU
Advisory Board. He lived
from 1892 to 1980, and was
considered a friend and
supporter of the university
since its founding in 1930.
He was given the coveted
N o rfo lk ’s F irst C itizen
Award for 1951. The plaque
in the dorm dedicated in his
honor reads, “Known and
loved th ro u g h o u t the
community for the warmth
of his p e rso n a lity, his
le a d e rsh ip , and p h il
anthropy.”

The history or orgin
of the dorm isn’t as important
to the students as the
condition of the facility. This
year, half of the dorm was
used for housing students
from Johnson and Wales
and the rest were ODU
freshmen. More students
are interested in the height
of the sinks, how long it will
take them to get to class, or
when they can play pool in
the former cafeteria, than
who E.T. Gresham was.
Fortunately for ODU, there
was Mr. Gresham to lead
the university in its early
stages of development.

tfa a i/u z m 6 1
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Rogers Hall includes
many different aspects of
ODU in one building. It
houses all classes, from
freshm an to seniors to
graduate students, and also
houses the international
students. It is the only
ca fe te ria for all of the
students housed across
Hampton Blvd., fostering
interaction between the
students. It also holds
historical significance too,
as it is named for Crawford
Stanley Rogers. Who?
That’s right! That
name isn’t too significant to
students, but it is to the city
of Norfolk, and the leaders
of the university. Crawford
Stanley Rogers, who lived
from 1885 to 1956, was one
of the Charter Members of
the Advisory Board of ODU.
More importantly, he was

the President and G.M. of
N o rfo lk S hipya rd and
DrydockCorp., and Director
of the Norfolk City School
Board. He was selected
Virginia’s Man of the Year
in Industry 1952, and First
Citizen of Norfolk in 1954.
A plaque honoring him in
the dorm reads “A native of
N o rfolk,
th ro ugh
his
o u tsta n d in g
in itia tiv e ,
industry and ability, he
attained a position of the
highest leadership in the
community.”
As students pass
through the lobby of Rogers
Hall, they can see the
founders name and under
stand how important he was
to the community and to the
development of the uni
versity in its adolescent
years as the Norfolk Division
of William and Mary.

M any residents like to check
out the propaganda located
in the lobby.
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International Hall,
com m o nly
known as,
”I-Hall”, is an unique hall
created to help international
students adapt to American
culture and to Old Dominion
University. In addition,
American students learn
about cultu res they wouldn’t
ordinarily encounter. There
are
m any
A m erican
students who apply to live
in 1-Hall, but few are chosen.
Those who are chosen are
paired with an international
student.
To live in the
international hall is an
honor. Residents must
attend m eetings w hich

em phasize custom s of
o th e r cu ltu re s.
Those
stu d e n ts also get to
e xp e rie n ce
d iffe re n t
cuisines. On designated
nights, different cultures
prepare meals in the third
floor community kitchen for
all of the re sid e n ts to
experience. Events such
as ice skating, trips to
Washington D.C. or New
York, camping trips and
pla yin g
sp o rts
are
sponsored to make the new
students feel welcome and
a part of the Old Dominion
family. Being part of the
fa m ily m eans life long
friendships.

A n international hall student
takes a few m inutes to flip
through the channels to see
w hat is on.

3rd
Floor
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A se lf defense w o rk sh o p
sponsored by public safety
w a s a fu n b u t informative
class held at G resham Hall
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C herran W eech, an R A in the
I-Hall, takes a few m inutes of
her time to answ er resident

These W hitehurst residents
wait patiently for the elevator
to arrive as they discuss their

Larry W ilson’s questions.

plans for the evening.

This arial view of W hitehurst
Hall and Powhatan Village Shows
how the O D U cam pus h as grown
in recent years.
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63
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Opp.
Towson State
Toledo
UNC Charlotte
Tennessee State
Washington
Hampton
Eastern Michigan
Pepperdine
Mississippi State
Nebraska
Southeast Missouri
Mississippi State
Richmond
George Mason
East Carolina
UNC Wilmington
American
vcu
William and Mary
James Madison
East Carolina
Richmond
William and Mary
UNC Wilmington
George Washington
VCU

82
57
64
85
57
46
79
47
80
72
61
71
69
85
70
45
80
65
61
84
78
51
80
74
68
70

As his Toledo opponent gets
ready to pass the ball, Forward
Skipper Youngblood anxiously
awaits to block his pass.

___

M en’s Basketball
The
M onarchs
started the season as the
favorites to take the CAA
crown. Coach Jeff Capel
had the team living up to
that expectation too, as they
began the first half of the
season with 13 victories and
only three loses. Seniors
O dell Hodge and E.J.
S herod had the team
working well together under
their leadership going into
league play.
The team stumbled
during league play though,
as they suffered early losses
to William and Mary and
UNC-Wilmington. Once
again, Odell led the team
out of their drought, as the
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team finished the league
schedule with five straight
wins and claimed the top
seed in the CAA tournament.
There they showed the
strength and intensity that
got them there, and took their
2nd CAA title in three years,
earning them a trip to the
NCAA Tournament.
In the NCAA tour
nament the Monarchs held
their own, but lost in the final
seconds to 9th ranked New
Mexico in the first round.
The fu tu re looks
bright as they return all but
two players, including Junior
swingman Reggie Bassette,
and point guard Brion
Dunlap.

Coach Jeff Capel attentively
watches the players through
out the game.

C e n t e r R e g g ie B a s s e t t e
h in d e r s th e o p p o n e n t ’s
attempt to m ake a basket.
Mike Byers aggressively drives
past one of Toledo’s defensive
players.

Women’s Basketball
Going
into the
season, Head Coach Wendy
Larry believed they could
build on last year’s 29-3
record. ‘There is a hunger
here that hasn’t been as
predominant throughout my
careeratOld Dominion.” She
got more than she bargained
for in that statement as this
year’s women’s basketball
team followed up last year’s
exciting sw eet sixteen
appearance with a trip to the
NCAA Finals.
The experienced
Lady Monarchs became a
powerhouse. Starting the
season ranked 6th in the
nation, All-Americans Ticha
Penicheiro and Clarisse
Machanguana led the team

past top-ranked Stanford. A
29-1 overall record and their
6th straight CAA tournament
Championship earned them
a #1 seed in the NCAA’s.
The Lady Monarchs
were well challenged in the
tournament, but found a way
to win every time. Their last
second lay-ups and overtime
wins left their fans with heart
conditions as they foughttheir
way into the Final Four. There
they ran into Stanford again,
and came from 16 points
down to win in overtime.
Unfortunately, the ladies
couldn’t pull another one out,
falling to Tennessee in the
Chamionship game. These
Lady Monarchs will be the
Champions in our hearts.

Coach Wendy Larry definitely
shows her excitement as she
urges on her team.
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70
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70
55
83
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104
107
93
88
77
94
97
96
88

Odd.
George Washington
N.C. State
Indiana State
Wake Forest
Miami
Duke
Vanderbilt
Purdue
Stanford
Rutgers
Richmond
East Carolina
Tennessee
William and Mary
James Madison
UNC - Willmington
American
George Mason
vcu
Richmond
James Madison
American
UNC Wilmington
William and Mary
East Carolina

44
65
26
41
55
77
59
51
66
59
53
36
72
36
53
51
49
62
35
65
49
57
58
36
43

________
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Seeking out her next move
Mery Andrade dribbles the bal
while her opponent awaits tc>
see what her next move is.

Dodging her opponent, Ticha
Penicheiro keeps hold of the
ball and continues to dribble
down the court.
Waiting for the ball to come
her way, Stacy Himes tries to
keep her opponent away from
stealing the ball.

A key strategy in basketball is
keeping your opponent from
possessing the ball. Nyree
Roberts tries to maneuver out
of a block from her rival.
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Swimming
The record break
ing team of twenty men
and fifte e n
wom en
sw im m ers m ade th is
season the best in the
s c h o o l’s h isto ry. The
relatively young team was
anxious to improve their
performance and had the
enthusiasm to do justthat.
“With the depth we
have, we have a good
chance to win the CAA
conference,” Freestyle
swim m er Matt Craven
said in an interview.
Head Coach Carol
Withus, 1996 Coach of the
Y ear, com p le te d her
fourth season with the
swimming team. During
her four years here, the
two teams have shown
marked improvement. In
1996, between the men
and women, seventeen
C o lo n ia l
A th le tic
Association titles were
a ch ieved , six school
records were set, and for
swimmers qualified forthe
NCAA
T ou rn a m e n t.
Assistant Coach Kevin
Ahearn, in his first year

with the team, focuses
on recruiting efforts and
does on-deck coaching
as well.
Although, a rel
atively young team, the
swimmers have broken
tw e n ty th re e
lo n g 
standing school records.
Juniors Matt Craven,
Glen Kaplan, and John
Wenham are among the
men who broke the
records in 1996.
The team is very
supportive of each other;
Dave Green commented
th a t sw im m ing “ are
intense, if we a re n ’t
sw im m ing
we
are
ch e e rin g
fo r
our
teammates; we’re very
involved.”
“We have a shot
of winning the CAA title,”
said
S ophom ore
In d ivid u a l
M edley
competitor Dave Green.
We will Wait and
See if the 1996-97 team
can accom plish th e ir
ch a m p io n sh ip goals,
leaving the competition
“all wet.”

Glub! Glub!
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Oct. 12

Monarch Relays

Home

Oct.19

Virginia Tech

Home

Nov. 2

JMU/UMBC

Home

Nov. 9

East CarolinaUniversity

Nov. 10

UNC-Wilmington

Home

Nov. 15

American

Home

Home

Nov. 21-23 Nike Cup Challenge @Chapel Hill
Dec. 4
Jan. 11

William & Mary

@ Williamsburg

College of Charleston @ Charleston

Jan. 16

UNC-Chapel Hill

@ Chapel Hill

Jan. 25

University of Delaware

Jan. 29

Richmond

@ Newark

@ Richmond

Feb. 19-22 CAA Championships @ Charlotte

Important parts of swim m ing are
concentration, style and form.

G lidin g th rou gh the w ater this
swim m er completes a lap in the
backstoke competition.

S w im rttu ta 7 7
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QppUniversity of Virginia
Santa Clara
UNLV
UNC-Greensboro
Vanderbilt

Senior captain, Devin Payton
steals the ball from his Navy
opponent.

Loyola
Navy
San Diego
George Mason
VCU
American
Maryland
East Carolina
Wcike Forest
Mt. St. Mary’s
William and Mary
Richmond
UNC Wilmington
James Madison
James Madison

M en’s Soccer
D e spite
a
low
scoring season, the soccer
team played their hardest
and it showed . Three
starting players missed the
season due to injuries,
which contributed to the
rough season. The team
began to show chemisty,
however, and look prime to
compete for the CAA title
next season. TheMonarchs
had a murderous schedule
as seven of their twenty
m atches w ere a g a in st
ranked opponents. The
home victories against East
C a ro lin a
and
UNC
W ilm in g to n w ere the
definite high points of the
season.
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Another highlight of
the season was when they
topped 15th ranked San
Diego, to take third place in
the MetLife Soccer Classic
hosted by ODU. Carlos
Vasco, along with freshman
g o a l-k e e p e r
C huck
Connelly, were named to the
All-Tournament Squad for
their outstanding efforts.
Overall, the team did
well this season considering
the amount of new players.
New Head Coach, Bob
Warming, was enthusiastic
about completing his first
year, and has high hopes for
the fu tu re as re tu rn in g
players prepare for next
season.

^ S&CC&1

Andy Delvin tries his new
“backwards comer kick “ move
against our opponent.

Carlos Vasco battles his way
into positon to score for the
Monarchs
John Wierzbowski has his eye
on stea lin g the b a ll and
scoring.

Socce*7 Q

Women’s Soccer
W ith the
Lady
M onarchs grow ing in
s tre n g th ,
s k ill
and
dedication, second year
head coach Joe Pereira
helped the squad come
within one win of matching
its all time best record. The
team had many injuries
throughout the season but
showed great enthusiasm,
and continued to achieve
it’s goal of a winning record.
S ta rtin g o ff the
season by winning four out
of six matches. Including a
third place win in the William
and Mary Tournam ent.
Junior Michelle Kubicek
was named to the All-CAA
second team . W ith a
balanced score attack being

I gp o fi *7 6 e

the key to w inning this
season,
five
p layers
accumulated ten or more
points.
S e n io r
Rachel
A n kney and new com er
Sharon McLellan worked
well together as alternating
goalkeepers. Ankney stop
ped 74 shots while McLellan
made 67 saves.
Freshman Katie Mills
showed a strong rookie
season. Her goal against
Campbell, was the key to
winning in overtime at the
home opener.
S ince only two
se n io rs le ft, the Lady
M onarchs w ill have yet
another chance to beat their
record this year of 7-11-2.
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Opp.

ODU
1

UNC-Wilmington

4

Campbell

3

3

Tempie

0

0

Loyola

3

3

Pennsylvania

2

1

East Carolina

0

2

1
I
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1
1
1
1
■
1
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0

Fiordia

5
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Ö

4

Setson

0
3

^
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n
W

1

James Madison

6

3

Virginia Tech

4

1

George Mason

3

5

Air Force

0

[x.

0

VCU

co

1

Navy

1

05

0

N.C. State

3

05
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Look at the determination on
the face of this player.

2

American

0

0

Virginia

3

0

William and Mary

8

2

Ricmond

2

2

William and Mary

5

'W omen m Soecen

Playing with an injury, a Lady
Monarch puts on some strong
defense against her William
and Mary apponent.
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Diving
The ODU d iving
team is made up of three
fresh m an
and
one
sophomore. Matt Borders
is the returning diver with
one year of collegiate ex
perience under his belt (or
speedos). Kevin “the dog”
Harrison, as the nickname
states, is the freshman bad
boy from New York, who
has improved the teams’
overall score.
Female
divers include Freshman
B rooke S h u b e rt and
Connecticut native Alicia
Fervano. The team of four
enthuse d a th le te s is
anxious to improve their
performance.
Carol Withus, the
swimming and diving head
coach, was named “Coach
of the Year.” She was very
confident in the teams and
said, “we have a strong
freshman class, it fills a lot
of gaps that we had before.

They train well and are selfconscious about what they
are doing.”
A s s is ta n t D iving
C oach, Chad T rio le t,
completed his first season
with the diving team. He
worked closely with the
divers to help them perfect
their form, and handled their
on-deck coaching.
Fervano said, “It is a
lot of fun and we have a
good time together. The
swim team supports us and
that helps a lot.” Brooke
added, “I am extremely glad
I am part of this team and
glad it’s small because we
are closer friends.”
With those words in
mind, it is understandable
how the diving team has
improved its record, image,
and confidence because the
team works together and is
very enthusiastic.

Setting up for her last dive,
Brooke Schubert looks ready
to w in another meet.
“N ow straighten it out...”
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Men’s Swimming and Diving
Monarch Relays
Virginia Tech
JMU
UMBC
East Carolina
UNC-Wilmington
American
Nike Cup Challenge

3rd
W
W
W
L
W
W
8th

14pts.
169-68
126-116
151-89
115-128
130-113
124-99
65pts.

* 1997 Overall Record 5- 1

Women’s Swimming and Diviner
Monarch Relays
Virginia Tech
JMU
UMBC
East Carolina
UNC-Wilmington
American
Nike Cup Challenge

3rd
L

14pts.
96-148
102-136
108-131
87-140
110-131
152-85
i49pts.

V

L
L
L
W
7th

*1997 Overall Record 1-5

♦Season incomplete at press time

m,

O bviou sly, tim in g is
everything in diving.
Matt Borders is caught
in the middle of his dive.
“...Perfect!”

Z2
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Opp,

1

Virginia

9

6

Loyola College

9

11

Richmond

7

9

Delaware

8

10

James Madison

9

4

Maryland

19

4

Penn State

14

16

Virginia Tech

8

15

Temple

14

12

UMBC

2

4

William and Mary

9

20

American

3

11

George Mason

10

12

George Mason

6

10

William and Mary

10

________
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Running down the field for the
play, the Women’s Lacrosse
team strives to take control of
the gam e and beat their
opponents.

—
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Women’s Lacrosse
The Lady Monarch
Lacrosse team was ranked
13th in the nation. Head
Coach Sue Stahl took high
expectations and young
talent into the season in
hopes of im-proving enough
to claim th e ir second
straight CAA championship.
T hey b a ttle d a tough
schedule against 8 ranked
teams, including the top 4,
to finish the season.
The women were led
by senior attacker Anne
Windover who became the
all-time leading scorer in
Women’s lacrosse history.
Windover scored 44 points
(38 goals and 6 assists) to
finish her career with 165
career goals and 39 assists

84
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for 204 career pts. She sur
passed Lady Monarch Hall
of Famer, Cathy Large,
breaking her mark of 199
points.
Senior Dana Kruchta
finished with 25points and
sophmore Carley Brown
finished with 30 points on
the season. W indover,
Krachta and Brownwere
named to the All CAA 2nd
team. Symbolizing a great
future, sophmore Takiyah
Gettys was selected 1st
team all CAA, leading the
team with 23 blocked goals.
Along with Carly Brown and
C oach S tahl, the Lady
M onarchs are sure to
compete for the National
Title next year.

Aacno&ie

Bridget Greenawalt scans the
field to plan her next move as
she carries the ball on her
stick.

I

I

Lau ra Foerster is ready to
attack.

Allison B row n is working to
screen the Loyola defenders.
Big Blue w ants to join the
w om en’s lacross team too.
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Baseball
The baseball team Along with strong hitters
co n tin u e d its w inning Brian Fiunara and Ron
tradition in the spring of W alke r, the M onarchs
1996 by taking their CAA ranked third in hitting with a
championship to the NCAA .291 team average.
tournament. Led by second
The ace on the
year Coach Tony Guzzo, mound was senior John
the Monarchs compiled a O’Reilly who ranked 13th
39-20 record built by strong nationally with 11 victories.
p itch in g and pow erfu l With an 11-2 record and
hitting.
five complete games John
Senior catcher Matt ruled ‘The Bud” winning all
Q uatraro won the CAA 6 starts at home. The
batting title with a .416 pitching staff set a new
average and tied the ODU school record w ith 426
single season home run strikeouts for the season
mark with 13 dingers as well (beating the old mark of 401).
as the career mark of 35.
Four freshman start
His final homer clinched the ed the w hole season,
CAA title game for the creating great expectations
M onarchs aga inst rival for the 1997 team to continue
James Madison University. its championship string.

Good aim and strength is
needed in baseball to have a
powerful throw.
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Opp,
VMI
Citadel
Western Carolina
•St, Joseph’s
Virginia
Tennesse
UNC-Asheville
Kentucky
Duke
•George Washington
Townson State
•Northern Iowa
•Michigan
•Texas A&M
•William & Mary
UMBC
•Richmond

•vcu
•Virginia Tech
•UNC-WÜmington
•Liberty
•James Madison
•George Mason
•East Carolina
•Radford
Villanova

7 ~
5
4
0
3
11
2
12
10
0
3
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1 ;
1
0
1
2
1
1
5

Catching the groundball is a
feature every baseball player
should be able to do. Tony
Gsell catches the grounder and {
gets ready to make the play.

T
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Swing and hit. Tommy Staples
strikes the ball and keeps the
score in Old Dominion’s favor.
With Old Dominion in the
background, John O’ Reilly
takes all his school pride and
pitches the ball to strike his
opponent out.

C o n c en tra tin g
on the
ca tch er’s
signals, John
O’R eilly
intim idates the
opposing hitter for the next
pitch.

^ a & e & z ii
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Monarch Dance Team

The Monarch Dance Team,
formerly known as the Dominionette s, has m ade rem a rkab le
improvements in the past two years.
In April, they qualified and competed
in the National Collegiate Dance
Competition for the first time and
receive d a tro p h y fo r “ M ost
Improved Dance Team” at NCA
Dance Camp last summer. They
prequalified for Nationals once
again.

The Monarch Dance Team
can be seen performing at ODU
Basketball games and at other
events throughout the year. Their
repretoire includes some cheers,
however, the dance routines mainly
c o n sists of fu n k and ja zz
movements set to music. They can
relly pep up a crowd of team
supporters, and will be sure to
continue to keep the crowds alive
with spirit.

Front Row: Kelly Basciano, Robynn Stokes, Lori Landes, Big Blue, Melissa
Havash, Meredith Cespedees. Second Row: JenniferTodd, LelaniTamondong,
Pam Quartararo, Jennifer Lahti, Berline Waterfield, Jossette Barbero. Back
Row: Joan Duerme, Jessica Collins (co-captain), Teonette Velasco, Marissa
Arellano, Rachael Robinette, Jasmine GoldsGorough.

Kelly Basciano
Team Captain

*76e ^<MU*Uo*te£te&
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Tournament__________

Rank

Harry Anderson Trophy
4th
Riley Cup Regatta
3rd
BYO Radial Regatta
7th
Laser Opener
2nd
Nevin Trophy
9th
New York Maritime Open
1st
Hampton Bay Days
1st,4th,5th
Sloop Elims
1st
St. Mary’s College
3rd
King’s Point Laser
5th, 10th
Tom Curtis Memorial
5th
Area C. Mono Eliminations
3rd
William Smith’s Women’s Open 1st
Watergate Regatta
1st
Area C. Dinghy Eliminations
5th
MAISA Sloop Championships 2nd
King’s Point Dinghy Open
2nd
ICYRA Singlehand National
Championships
1st
War Memorial Regatta
4th
ACC Dinghy Championships
11th
ACC Women’s Championships
ACC freshman Championships 9th
IYCRA Sloop National
Championships
ICYRA Fall Intersectional

S a ilin g team m ates, w hile
focusing on the Apex, accuratly
lean and tug their boat to
negotiate a buoy.

*74e Often,
Sailing
The Monarchs won
a national championship in
singlehanded competition
and qualified for the sloop
national championships.
They have had a successful
year with the aid of Head
coach Mitch Brindley.
Junior John Torgerson led for the entire three
day event, and defeated
Harvard by 10 points in the
national championship. He
also won second place in
singlehanded and ninth
overall in Monarch history.
T org e rso n had placed
fourth in this same event in
1994.
T orgerson, Peter
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Satltetÿ

L o n ghini,
and
M ike
B uczkow ski guided the
sailing Monarchs to a fifth
place finish at the sloop
national cham pionships.
Torgerson was named U.S.
Sailing Athlete Of The Month
for November by the U.S.
Sailing Organization, which
is the governing body for
sailing in the United States.
This award is given to up
and coming sailors who are
being considered for the
A u stra lia O lym pics.
In
addition, he was nominated
for Sports Man Of The Month
by the United States Olympic
Committee.

Using just the right amount of
“overhang” Monarch sailors
precisely navigate a portion of
the Elizabeth River in their co
ed dinghy.

Two wom en from the sailing
team enjoy the bask in g rays
o f the s u n a s they glide
through the water.

While gearing up, a sailor looks
at the sky and rethinks his
plan s for the day.
The sailing team show s off
their talents b y form ing a
perfectly unified line with their
sailboats.

S a ilin g 9 1

Back Row- Chris V tipil,
Jerome Parker, Lee Powers,
Dein Elliot, Carl Smith, Tim
Brown. Front Row- Tiffany
Wrushen, Gracie Dempsey,
Deanna Rockhill, Jessica
Gervais, Shanda Zuchowski,
N aom i S h edlock, K acie
Breault, Latanya Sykes.
What’s holding up Jessica
Gervais? Why it is one of
ODU’s strong male cheer
leaders.
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Cheerleading
No one has school spirit like
the M onarchs C h e e rle a d in g
Squad. Players, coaches and fans
look to them for a source of spirit at
every sports outing, and just like
“old faithful,” they are there to serve.
Despite a lack of respect from some
students, the team has become
nationally known.
Being a cheerleader takes
a tremendous amount of strength
and fle xib ility. The average
cheerleader can lift their own body
weight, yet remains flexible enough
to perform the gymnastic moves
necessary to get the crowd pumped
up.
M ost im p o rta n tly, the
cheerleaders have to be loud! They
take pride in leading the fans in
cheers so student athletes know
the fans are behind them all the

way.
Often forgotten as part of
the spirit corps is the ODU Pep
Band. They can be found at the
end of the court during every
basketball game harassing the
other team as they play the tunes
that get the crowd clapping and
singing. As the cheerleaders are
out on the court during time-outs
and halftimes, the Pep Band would
start THE WAVE to keep the
crowd’s spirit up.They may not look
much like cheerleaders, but they
are as much part of the Monarch
Spirit as the cheerleading squad.
Finally, who could forget the
special appearance of Big Blue.
His lovable hairy face and his antics
can always draw a smile even when
things didn’t look so good.
The Monarch Cheerleaders
jam to the ODU band as they
put on one of their spectacular
pyramid stunts.

Dan Elliot watches the game
intently as he cheers on the Lady
Monarch Basketball team.
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Women’s Field Hockey
The Lady Monarchs
fie ld
hockey
team
accomplished anothergreat
season by going all the way
to the final four before
bowing out to Princeton in
the semifinals. The ladies
won the consolation game
though, finishing third in the
nation, and marked the 11 th
year in a row they advanced
to the NCAA Final Four.
Head coach Beth
Anders notched her 300th
win this year which is just a
part of her rem arkable
record of seven national
titles and 16 straight NCAA
tournament appearances.
The team compiled a 19-5
record on the year and took
it’s fifth CAA crown in six
years. Senior midfielder

Daniell Chellew led the team
in scoring and was named a
first team All American. She
finished her career at ODU
with 141 points, netting 23
goals this season, and
collecting the CAA MVP
award. Heather Simon, with
20 goals and 46 points, was
nam ed a 2nd team All
A m erican
and jo in e d
Chellew on the All South
Region firstteam. Freshman
sensation and local product
Kim Miller scored 19 goals
th is season and jo in e d
Chellew on the All Final Four
Team. Miller, Simon, and
the whole team except for
Chellew will be back next
year to bring the National
title back to Norfolk where it
belongs.
Heather Hess moves so fast,
even our cameras couldn’t
catch her!
Heather Eastbume sets up for
the shot as Mimi Smith screens
the goal keeper.
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Waiting for the special comer
are (left to right) Kim Miller
Joey
E vans,
H eath er
Eastbume, Rose Marie Vander,
Heather Hess, and Heather
Simon.
Ashley Miller chases down the
ball for the Lady Monarchs.
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M en’s Tennis
This year’s Men’s
Tennis team sought to work
the guys into shape in order
to take the top spot in the
CAA away from arch rival
VCU.
C oach D arryl
Cummings, coming off last
year’s Coach of the Year
honors, liked the idea of
returning all but two of last
year’s squad that went to
the CAA finals.
Senior Diego Valor
led the team into the season
hoping to better his 14-3
record from a year ago.
Unfortunately, he fell in the
first round of the Rolex
Tournam ent, but came
back to post significant
victories against N.C. State,

Wake Forest, and George
Mason in season play.
Swedish Sophomore Johan
Varverud made big con
tributions in his second
season with the Monarchs,
also p o stin g im p o rta n t
victories in matches against
N.C. State and George
Mason. Other players like
Patrick Boza and Niclas
K o hle r notched
great
victories against GMU and
Richmond in CAA play, and
coach Cummings is looking
forward to youngsters Nik
ola Laca and H iero
Rodriguez progressing, and
contributing to next season.
Overall, the team is satisfied
with this year efforts.

A member of the tennis team
w orks on h is strok e in
preperation for a big match.

Diego Valor shows off his
winning form!

Head Coach Darryl Cummings
and his assistant pay close
attention to practice.
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Following last year’s
excellent performance, the
W om en’s Tennis Team
w orked to rebuild in
preparation for the CAA
Tournament. Coach Darryl
Cummings had high hopes
as S ophom ore siste rs
Luciana and Rachel Araujo
anchored the team in both
sin g le s and doubles
competition. Togetherthey
played some of the nation’s
top players in the first tier of
regional tournam ents at
William and Mary and the
R olex
In te rc o lle g ia te
C ham pionships.
T heir
efforts were both demon
strative of the Lady Monarch
spirit and something to build

upon for next year. Other
promising players included
M ich e lle T yson, H olly
Rivers, and Angela White,
all of whom show ed
excellent leader-ship and
experience on the courts.
S ophom ore S teph -an ie
Smith and Freshman Lacey
Lee look to make ODU
national contenders as they
built respectable records in
their first full seasons on
the
court.
Coach
Cummings was awarded
the College Coach of the
Year distinction from the
M id-Atlantic Pro Tennis
A sso cia tio n
fo r
his
dedicated work with the
team.

ODU

This player is anxiously waiting
for the men’s team to finish
their match.

3
5
5
0
6
1
7
6
2
6
7
3
6
8
7
6
3
2
2
3
4
4
4

Opp
Cornell
Dartmouth
Boston University
William and Mary
Richmond
VCU
Davidson
East Tennessee Stae
Georgia Tech
Furman
East Carolina
Pennsylvania
Tulane
George Mason
UNC Wilmington
American
James Madison
Virginia Tech
Boston University
Harvard
Jeunes Madison
William and Mary
Richmond

5
1
2
7
2
4
0
1
5
1
0
4
3
1
0
1
4
5
7
6
1
0
0

1997 Scores were not available by press time.
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How did we get all of these
Greek organizations to sit
still? Strength and pride
would be the answer.
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All greek organizations aren’t social party dens like the
one in the movie Animal House. They make a great difference
at O.D.U. , especially to the students. While they are always
involved in some charitable event, or fundraiser, their best trait
is their allegiance as brothers and sisters. New students and
reclusive individuals can gain instant friends when they join a
fraternity or sorority, making it easier to adjust to college life.
Everyone needs a friend and Greek organizations are always
their with a welcoming hand.
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Staci M. Hollibaugh
Kelly D. Gerhart
Michele M. Robinson
Jana E. Szynal
Melanie Wooster
Karen M. Winslow
Nicole Blacknar
Angela L. McCary
Mary R. DeHaven

Sara Schwartzlow
Heather J. St. Onges
Andrea Ford
Erynn Millard
Beth Avery
Elizabeth Stephenson
Jen Miranda
Lauren Simmons
Jessica Mirra
H.K. McDuffee
Amy Rogers
Joanie Powell
Sayeh N. Ktar
Tara Maxson
Jakie Thurston

B

Dara C attani

Aimee Barber
Cammie Seliborsley
Crystal Morrison
Laura Klein
Sarah Jones
Paula Bogostan

Stephanie Black

Shelly Fuearon

Sarah Alexander

Liz Tamucci

Jenny Jaramillo

Robynn Store

Nicole Kenner

Tonya Philip

Jennifer Winslow

Stacie Everett

Heather Ross

Theressa Dent

Monica Robella
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Pi Beta Phi was the first National College
Fraternity for women, founded at Monmouth College in
New Jersey in 1867. Their mission is to provide strength
and inspiration to the community, attain closer bonds of
friendship, provide assistance to colleges where its
chapters exist, and develop a philanthropic service. The
fraternity boasts over 128 active chapters nationwide,
and the ODU chapter was established in 1965.
At ODU, the 45 ladies have worked hard
towards the achievement of their mission. Along with
being full-time students, these ladies donated much of
their time to charitable events. In September, they
assisted the gentlemen of Sigma Phi Epsilon in a Softball

Marathon Fund-raiser that raised money for Operation
Smile. Throughout the year they donated their time
preparing food at the Canterbury Centerfor AIDS patients.
They gathered and donated clothes for the Battered
Wives Shelter, as well as conducted a seminar on Sexual
Assault Awareness for 50 students. At the end of the year,
they participated in a Walk -A-Thon to raise money for the
United Cerebral Palsy Organization.
The ODU chapter of Pi Beta Phi exhibits the spirit
of a Monarch by helping the college and the community
with their dedication and commitment to helping people,
and genuine care for others.
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Eyan Altmann

Shawn Lemon

Dave Bowers

Brent Loffreto

Mike Bruwelheide

Dan Menteer

Chad Carter

Vinny Marina

Rob Chebser

Bryan Marz

Richie Dandenead

Ariel Mordetsky

Scott Dukes

Bill Riberoy

Ryan Flora

Jeff Shumadine

Jay Heikel

John Stanley

Ken Hodges

N.J. Villanueva

Chris Holmes

Thomas W agner

Lee Hopson

Scott W eaver

Scott Howell

Anthony Williams

Chad Huffman

Brandon Woon

Brian Irwin

Wiley Woon

Brian Legier

Delta Sigma Phi is a
unique so cial fra te rn ity
d e d ica te d
to
cam pus
achievement and community
service. Unique isn’t the word
- Chapter Epsilon Epsilon
endeavors to make sure their
fra te rn ity d o e sn ’t fit the
stereotypes full-filled by other
fraternities on campus. They
have done that so far by getting
their charter in November of
1996 after starting the fraternity
in April of 1995 .

This year the Delta
Sig’s donated three weeks
of their time painting the
headquarters of Operation
Smile, saving the charity
over $8,000 in labor and
m a te ria ls.
A lso, th e y
participated in a Walk-athon, raising $600 for the
March of Dim es. The
determination and commit
ment of Delta Sigma Phi
make them a unique asset
to ODU and the community.
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Founded in 1902 at Miami
University in Ohio, Delta Zeta united
with Delta Sigma Epsilon in 1956.
Now they have 165 active chapters
nationally, and opened a chapter at
ODU in 1966.
T h is ye a r, th e
D Z ’s
participated in many community
service activities, including a Walk-

A-Thon for Cerebral Palsy, and the
S u p e rD a n ce
fo r
M u scu la r
D ys tro p h y .
T h e y a lso C o 
sponsored a speech for W omen’s
History Month. Internally though,
the sisters participated in a social
with Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity,
and “Pink and Green Day” with the
sisters of Alpha Kappa Alpha.

Jennifer Ashley

Stephanie Catherines

Paige Brent

Angie Christian

Pricilla Bujtas

C arlene Coldiron

Amy Edwards
Stephanie G eorge
Mandi Gerecz
Nicole Gray
A ngela Hayward
Christina Miles
Joann Nixon
Elly Pak
Melissa Stephenson

Mary Totin
Shannon Walsh
Julie W indley
Raquel W right
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Alpha Xi Delta is a social
s o ro rity fo u n d e d at Lom bard
College in Gatesburg, Illinois on
March 17, 1893. ODU’s chapter,
D e lta Mu, b o a sts n e a rly 50
members, 16 of those were new
this year, and is dedicated to
a ca d e m ic and p h ila n th ro p ic
excellence.
This year, Alpha Xi Delta
conducted numerous activities to
serve the public. Throughout the
year, they organized food drives to
collect goods for the Foodbank of

Amy Baker
Belinda Benning
M eredith Bestick
Elizabeth Bryce
Evora Butler
Julianna C aragan

Dana Geczi
Kristie Jeffery
Jen King
Beth Lehtonen
Trisha Lyon
Kelly Maginn
Beth M aeyer

VA. They also worked with the
Bruce Rader Foundation raising
fu n d s to c o n d u c t e v e n ts fo r
underprivileged children (including
trips to basketball and baseball
games).
The work didn’t stop there,
as the Alpha Xi, Delta house was in
need of some desperate repair, and
dedicated a great deal of their time
to restoring it. The ladies also made
a major effort to raise the academic
level of the group. Their dedication
and achievement can be seen in
everything they do.

Pauline Council
Leigh Davis
Jennifer Devera
Sarah Dobbins
Terry Fisher
Liza G am boa

Jenny M cFadden
Melissa Mee
Kara M eichel
Nicole Misantone
Leyla Nadir
Maria Newbold
Caren Nidu

Jessica Pahno
M eghan Riley
Holli Shuck
Stasia Simoncini
Stacey Vick
Jessica W aibel
Nikki Williford
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Jon Booth
Andy Dickinson
Denim Huff
Bob Hunt
Scott Hurt

Nathan Lemberg

Colin Martin

Rob Javes

Jason Miller

C het Knaup

Scott Petty

Ching Kuo

Jay Roach

Mike Stetanelli
Randy Thomas
Chris V igneault
Sean East
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Kappa Delta Rho is a fraternity founded on May 17,
1905 at Middlebury College by three founding fathers.
George Edwin Kimball, Irving Thruston Coates and John
Beecher formed the fraternity because there were only
three fraternities at the College and they had no new
Greek organizations. So they decided to form one of their
own, in which they could include, not exclude other
students at the university.

The ODU chapter, known as Epsilon Beta
chapter, was founded on April 14,1989. They consider
themselves the first social fraternity at ODU that interacts
with all other Greeks in all kinds of activities, including the
Greek sports. They enjoyed helping in the VIP room
before all men’s basketball home games this year, and
have plans to continue working the Blue Room in the
future.

KAP
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Lambda Chi Alpha was founded at Boston University
on November 2, 1909 by Warren Albert Cole. John E.
Mason was the principle founder of the ritual and the
designer of the Coat of Arms, flag, and other emblems. It
was during the WWI period that tremendous growth took
place; and in 1939 Lambda Chi Alpha merged with Theta
Kappa Nu. This greatly increased the size and strength.
High scholarship is fostered by the 224 active chapters.
O DU’s chapter was established in 1973 and
currently has over 20 active members. This year, in order
to get students interested in their organization, they had
a graffiti party in October, where each person had a white
T-shirt for everyone to write on and show their individuality
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and passion to become a brother. Also, they held
retreats in Nags Head, N.C. each semester to bring unity
to their chapter. They also held a food drive and raised
over a thousand pounds for charity. In addition to this
fundraiser, they helped a local church with renovation,
including landscaping. Lambda Chi Alpha also contributed
to the S.H.A.R.E. program and participated in the walka-thon for Cerebral Palsy.
Their semiformal, the annual internal celebration,
was held at Phillips at Waterside this year. At the frat
house, located on Hampton Blvd., they threw “house
parties” as a way of raising funds for repairs on the house
as well as having fun.

David Bess
Mark Boger
Shalen Cain
JoJo Chames
Jamie Deegan

Doug Devries
Tim Donovan
Robert Duncan
James Frey

Horatio Jarquin

John Stover

Keith Lambert

Shannon Ternes

Jay Patel

Sterling Thomas

Johnny Scott

Rob Wayman

William Smith

Joe Worrell

AXA
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Sigma Nu was founded in
1869 at VMI in Lexington, Va. by
three Cadets. It proceeded from
membership of VMI’s Legion of
Honor, a secret society dedicated
to the eradication of hazing and
other immature practices. Now
there are 212 active chapters
across the U.S. with ODU being
chartered in 1967.
ODU’s 22 members par
ticipated in several community
service events this year, including
“ Paint Your Heart Out C hes
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apeake” in which they volunteered
to help those who are unable to
repaint their houses. In addition,
Sigma Nu is in the midst of repairing
their own house, and were found
working on it every chance they
got. Another big event was their
annual forma.I However, this year
was their 30th Anniversary, so they
went all out for “the White Rose
Formal.” Usually just the brothers
and their dates attend, but this
occassion called for alumni to join
in the celebration commemorating
the historic date.

David Agudelo

Ryan Rockhill

Dirk Bullen

Patrick Shea

Michael Frizzell

Jason P. Sheil

Michael Kelly

Donald Edwards

Christopher Fillwone

Robert Elliott

Jeremy Lucy

Nathan Hughes

Victor M iddlekaff

Anthony Oliver

Darren Musico

Change Kim

Jeff Ramirez

Benjamin Howard

As the youngest member by five young women. Since its
of the Pan-Hellenic Council, Sigma founding, twelve members have
Gamma Rho was founded on been inducted into the sorority.
N ovem ber 12, 1922, on the For years, the c h a p te r has
campus of Butler University in continued to work with Habitat for
In d ia n a p o lis, Indiana.
The Humanity, Project Reassurance
founders were seven school in accordance with the March of
teachers who wanted to promote Dimes, The American Red Cross
progress through service to Bone M arrow R e cru itm e n t
humanity. Now there are more Program, and made donations to
than 380 undergraduate and support Norfolk’s Haven House.
alumnae chapters throughout the
Sigma women pride
U .S., Berm uda, A frica , the themselves on quality of character
Bahamas, and the Virgin Islands. and the close bond of sisterhood.
The sorority supports human The sorority is known for high
right’s legislation, and service in academ ic standards and its
su p p o rt of g ra ssro o ts and dedication to scholarship and
community development activities. achievement. Together with their
The The ta Chi continued efforts in community
chapter, established on March 20, service, they prove their value to
1982 at Old Dominion, was started the campus community every year.
Andrea Haggansflashes
the Sigma Gamma Rho
sign with enthusiasm.

Clayton Berry
Scott Colfert
Oscar Gomeiz
Ashton Lewis
P.M. Mansfield
Eric Ransone

Tim Roach
Steve Ashton
Emmeline Atienza
Michael Bevins
Gonzalo Wo
Frank Knight
John Marsh
Alexandria Minga
Paul Mattison
Kelvin Quarles
Jeffery Barnes

Keith Oster
Robert Lawrence
Michael Douglas
David Cole
Brian Taggart
Morgon Dunbar
Michael Greenwood
Ali A.
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Would you ever think of fraternities for academics?
Well there is such a thing and one of them happens to be
Pi Tau Sigma, the Honorary Mechanical Engineering
Fraternity. O.D.U.’s chapter, Delta Omega, continued its
tutoring services in the mechanical engineering field,
I mainly focusing on college freshmen and sophomores.
I They have also spent time tutoring grade-school and
middle schoolers. In addition to being mentors, they have
helped the community with clothing drives and collected

food for the food bank of Virginia.
This semester, Delta Omega and other student
organizations at ODU, organized and managed the best
Career Day yet. It was intended to expose students to
companies in the area in which engineers play a key role.
Delta Omega is a small organization in comparison
to past memberships, but it is making strides toward
becoming visible again in the School of Engineering and
Technology as well as the University.
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Gerald Perry
Joe Mathos
David Jones
Cindy Mermer
M onica Brinkley

Mindi Seidel

Jenni Terry

Soshana Danon

Shawn Jones

Xau Nahm

Vera Cameron

Neil Cam p

Emily Spute

Ron Johnson
Cindy Lehman

Alpha Phi Omega is a
National Service Fraternity that’s
founded on the principles of
Leadership, F riendship and
Service. Their aim is to further
the freedom that is our national,
educational, and intellectual
heritage. Membership is open to
any student enrolled. The first
S a turday in N ovem ber is
designated as National Service
Day, when all chapters are
encouraged to conduct service
projects involving other service
groups on campus and in the
community. The name of Old
Dominion’s chapter is Alpha Beta
Omega, founded in December of
1988, as the 648th chapter. The
Pi and Rho pledge classes
brought ten new brothers and
saw the re-activation of some
older brothers.
In the past nine years, they
have helped in numerous projects
around cam pus and the
community. They have also
sponsored car bashes, MDA
lockups, and blood drives.
C om m unity-w ise, they have
helped at S.H.A.R.E., Hill Haven,
St. Mary’s, C.H.K.D., Dwelling
Place, the S.P.C.A., Catholic
Worker House, Union Mission,

Dean Holt
Drew Adler
W oody Givins
Joe Pennington
Shawn Maxfield
John Bulleigh
Sheryl Law
Jen Russell
Tina Wilson

beach cle anup s, rem u lching
Seashore State Park, cleaning Scope
after Admirals games, and much
more. Many of these projects have
become a regular activity for them.
When not doing service, they
like to have fun together at such
things as their formal at the end of
the fall semester. It’s a chance for
them to get dressed up and really
have fun. At this year’s formal, they
presented a Distinguished Service
Key to two of their Advisors, Mr.
Larry D aniels and Mr. Steven
Crawford. That is the highest honor
a c h a p te r can bestow on an
individual.
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Organized as a fraternal
order at the University of Arkansas,
Chi Omega was formed in 1895.
The mission of the sorority is to
consistently challenge women to
grow, develop, and strive for
excellence in all aspects of life. At

^ F
^ F

the time Chi Omega was founded,
no Greek-letter organizations for
women had been developed at
colleges and universities in the
South. Today, there are 176 active
chapters, with ODU’s chapter being
chartered in 1964.

Shannon Bryant

Tiffany Lane

Allison Bullock

C ollette Lyons

Jami Butler

Karen Phelan

Theresa Christmas

Christine Rogers

Karuna Chunchu

Arina Scocich

Holly C obb

Shannon Snyder

Christina Cole

Michelle Stallings

Natasha Conway

Adrienne Tate

M onica Cuevas

Jeannette Teague

Carin Davis

Allison Teske

Naeda Emami

Leanna Tucker

Leslie Hodges

Kimberly Walker

Kristin Alvarez
Kerri Bailey
Erika Bjorken
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Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc., the first African-American
Greek Fraternity, was founded on
the campus of Cornell University
on D ecem ber 4, 1906. The
founders, known to the fraternity as
the “Jewels” , were: Jewel Henry A.
Callis, Jewel Charles H. Chapman,
Jewel Eugene K. Jones, Jewel
George B. Kelly, Jewel Nathaniel
A. Murray, Jewel Robert H. Ogle,
and Jewel VertnerW. Tandy. Since
the founding over 90 years ago,
over 150,000 have been initiated in

the fra te rn ity , w ith ch a p te rs
stretching across the country and
abroad. Many prominent AfricanAmerican men have been members
of this great fraternity, including Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Supreme
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall,
Andrew Young, Lionel Hampton,
and Donny Hathaway. The O.D.U.
chapter is Nu Theta, established in
1977. As1997 commemorates their
20th anniversary, they celebrate
their motto: First of All, Servants to
All.... We shall transcend all!!!!

Mark Jackson
Jermiah Fiti

W alter Brown

Jackson L. Burnett

Rey Ealey

AOA
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With ninety seven active
chapters, Delta Chi was first
founded at Cornell University Law
School in 1890. The purpose of
cre a tin g it was to prom ote
friendship, develop character,
advance justice, and assist in the
acquisition of a sound education.
The fraternity was founded
at Old Dominion in November of

Scott Zimmer
M athew Scott
David Hoffman
Jerome Kalkhof
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1991, and currently there are
twenty-five active members on
campus. They have participated
in a walk for Cerebral Palsy,
fundraisers for Operation Smile,
and helped set up for the CBS
College Tour. These gentlemen
are just one example of how Greeks
on campus help the surrounding
community.

Joseph Adams

Preston Miller

Scott Agee

Brian Mowry

Eric Anderson

David Napierkowski

Daniel Burr

Andrew Pendleton

Mark C abacungan

Colton Perry

Paul Cook

Sean Shovelin

William Garvey

Chad Slagle

Chris Heilig

Mike Sobieszczyk

Leo Katsetos

Darin Stuebing

Derek King

David Ting

Wei-TSang Lo

Nathan Wells
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Stephanie Olivo Shannon Richmond
Jen Peverall
Carla Ringquist
Amy Phillips
Chrissy Russo

Z eta Tau A lpha was
founded on October 15, 1898 at
Longwood College in Farmville,
Virginia, and was the first women’s
fraternity to be chartered by the
state of Virginia. Now there are
150 active chapters including an
expansion to ODU in 1987. This
year, the lota Sigma chapter went
to the Union Mission to paint
pumpkins with the children, and
made Valentines for the Children’s

Lindsay G andy
Raquel Dolegaray
Laura Tackett
Pamela Leland
Laura Beling
Jennifer Allyne
Krista Harrell
Christinaa Bump
Jennifer Baldwin

Afy/oa

Hospital of the King’s Daughters.
Also, they collected food and
clothing for a Battered Women’s
Shelter, and joined Delta Sigma
Theta in a soap drive for Hatians.
On April 1st, they sponsored “Don’t
Be A Fool Day” for Breast Cancer
Awareness by handing out self
exam cards. The group holds
retreats away from campus in
October, February, and August to
focus on planning for future events.

Nicole Reese
Amy Elkins
Alena Snyder
Heather Kingsbury
April Connelly
Kristin Beauchamp
Janice Cardwell
Justine Clark
Heather Crowe

Kristine DeGravio
Jennifer Donchantz
Michelle Estrada
Deana Fantom
W endy G ebhart
Samantha Goodwin
Danielle Keel
Tricia Manuel
Erika Murdock
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Veronica Salazar Jenny Tackett
Sara Smith
Colleen Yeager
Suda Samvang
Dianna Guess
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Afyka ¡Cabba Afyha

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. was founded
on January 15, 1 9 0 8 , a t Howard U niversity in
W ashington, D.C., and is the firs t G reek-letter so ro rity
among black women. The founding ladies were
known as th e “ Pearls.” These distinguished sorors
have paved the way fo r a chosen few to lead the way
by envisioning six goals fo r every fo rth co m in g soror
to fulfill. These goals encircle the Black Family,
American Red Cross, M athematics and Science, Senior
Residence Center, Business Roundtable, and taking
action in W ashington D.C.
This s o ro rity has grown from 20 lovely ladies
to m ore than 1 4 0 ,0 0 0 active members around th e
world, and more than 8 6 0 active chapters on th e
undergraduate, graduate and international level. The
Kappa Gamma chap ter a t O.D.U. was chartered in
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197 5 w ith a to ta l o f 12 active members.
This year, Kappa Gamma participated in a
num ber o f activitie s on th e local and national level.
These activitie s included a doughnut sale, tw o
dances a t C ity Lights in Chesapeake, “ Pink and
Green Day” fo r undergraduate a c tiv ity day w ith
Delta Zeta Sorority, visiting tw o d iffe re n t senior
residence homes and donating plenty o f g ifts, raising
$1 50 fo r bone m arrow donation, raising m oney fo r
th e 2nd annual Black Expo and Greek Week in March,
and donating books to th e libraries in th e midw estern region. The organization tu to rs youngsters
from pre school to 5 th grade a t Ivy Academ y and the
H untington YMCA in N orfolk on a daily basis, where
th e y o fte n perform step shows as a break from
studying.

Jill Cobbs
Nokia Council
Shirron Dobie
Rhonda Dunn

Tamika Jefferson

Nicole Graves

Valarie Jordon

Sonja Hale

A atavia Knighten

Alethia Harper

Gwendolyn Linnette

Antionette Jarrett

Arlene Ongkingco
Jacinta Raines
Erica Russell
Marsha Wilkinson
Dayna Williams
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The Old Dominion chapter of
Phi Gamma Delta, better known as
FIJI, first received its charter on April
29,1978. The fraternity was founded
in 1848 at Jefferson College and has
since spread internationally. Currently,
FIJI ranks as oneof the five largest
established fraternities.
Phi G am m a D elta was
established on the basis of five
principles; Friendship, Knowledge,
Morality, Excellence and Service. They
attempt to uphold these ideals day in

and day out, not on ly am ong
themselves, but to others outside of
Greek life as well. They have resided
for many years here at Old Dominion,
providing memories of tim es well
spent.
For those who question why
they have two names, their Greek letters
can only be written in certain locations
due to the sacred nature in which they
learn to cherish them. In 1894, it was
decided that FIJI would become their
official nickname.
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Brian Cross
Shane Hartman
Patrick Maikley
Morgan Chalk
Jarod Grant
Ernie Lindsey
Curtis VonAncken
Ray M iddelthon
Carl Kinzel
Chris Walters
C aleb McLain

Pi¡CaJjba.WÊÊk
PiKA was founded on
March 1,1868 at the University
of Virginia, “for the estab
lishment of friendship on a
firmer and more lasting basis.”
At O.D.U., the Zeta lota Chapter
was chartered on April 14,1995,
and o b tained over one

Billy Baldwin
Greg Bason
Steve Broderick
Bob Burnett
Bill Cam pbell
Justin C anada
Mike Carter
Mike Choi
Ben Daughtry
Todd Dyer

Tim Roach
Joe Robusto
Tom Stech
Scott Stewart
Craig Styles

hundred people, but now
holds a p p ro x im a te ly
65
brothers. As they live by their
motto of S.L.A.G. (Scholars,
Leaders,
A th le te s,
and
Gentlemen), they accomplish
their mission of friendship on
campus.

Richard Farrell
Chris Foster
Bobby Glenn
J.J. Gilday
Ivan Grundy
Greg Halverson
Khari Heidleberg
Brian Hill
Tommy Jami
Joe Kennedy

Carlo Veloso
Doug W eatherly
Brian Weston
John Williams
Ian Woods

Damien Lombardi
Mike Mann
Tony M app
Clinton McLain
Seam Meckley
Christian Obenshaain
Giles Oland
Lamar Preston
Ryan Rahman
Ozzie Reyes

Eric Wooliver
Alec Foggin
Derrick Barnhill
M att Legg
Brett Shgrue
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Tiffany Brown
Kris Collander
Courtney Deramus
Pamela Dickinson

Natasha Geth

Dawana Mitchel

Tamesha Giddens

Jacquezyne Moore

Toshia Green

Yolanda Savoy

Tarhonda Harrison

Janice Smith

Chararra Snead
Tamara Summers
Esther Turner
Tangeza W allace
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The Delta’s were founded on Jan. 13, 1913 at
Howard University by 22 African-American women on
Christian beliefs for the enlightenment of black people.
The vision projected by founding sorors of Delta Sigma
Theta involves taking courageous, magnanimous steps
in fulfilling their mission to improve the quality of life in
communities worldwide. The sorority stresses a five point
program which includes: Economic and Educational
Development, International Involvement, Physical and
Mental Purity, and Political Awareness and Involvement.
Their programs are implemented on local, national and
international levels.
This year, the O.D.U. chapter, Lambda Eta, was
very involved in the local and expansive charity
activities. First was a soap drive for the Haitian Community

Hospital, where they raised over 800 bars of soap and
about $60 in donations. They also adopted a class at the
Suburban Park Elementary School where they tutor and
talk to a 5th grade class. During the Thanksgiving
holiday, they raised money and organized a canned food
drive for the Salvation Army.
For more than eight decades (84 years), Delta has
continued the legacy of remaining true to its foundation
and purpose. They are a diverse group of college
educated women from various backgrounds, experiences,
ages, and socio-economic levels. Sisterhood and public
service is what aspire to together. Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. strives for excellence as they continue their
historical journey by reaching forward in the vision that
their founders entrusted to them.

PkiB^taSima
Phi Beta Sigm a was
founded at Howard University
in D.C. in 1914. Their principles
are based on brotherhood,
sch o la r-sh ip , and service.
Omicron lota C hapter was
established at ODU in 1983,
and is one of 371 active
chapters.
The fra te rn ity p a r
tic ip a te d
in tw o
m ajor
community service projects this
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year. First, they judged a
science fair at a local ele
mentary school. Then, on April
19th, they participated in a
W alk-A -T hon fo r C erebral
Palsy.
There are only three
members in Phi Beta Sigma,
but that makes them a closer
brotherhood that works hard for
toward their goals of scholarship
and service.

The Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc. was founded in 1920 at
Howard University in Washington,
D.C. as the sisters of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity. The O.D.U. chapter, Rho
Nu, was chartered in 1987, by five
young women who wanted to
enco urage the
h ig h e st of
standards of scholarship through
scientific, literary, cultural and
educational program s. T he ir
purpose is to foster the ideals of
service, charity, scholarship, civic
and cultural endeavors, sister
hood, and finer woman-hood.

The “Zeta’s” are a nonprofit
o rg a n iza tio n
w hich
gives
countless hours of voluntary
se rvice to s ta ff co m m u n ity
outreach programs. Some of their
local projects include: Youth
Forum, Essay Contest, Sickle
Cell Anemia Walk, and Voter
Registration. Local contributions
are m ade to: N o rfolk State
University, Salvation Army, Joy
Fund, N o rfo lk C o m m unity
Hospital, Urban League Guild,
local churches, etc..

Tyronna R. Butler

Tonia Greene-Jefferson

Tamika L. Clayborne

Shalanda Carrington

Tamara Alexander

Yvette Willis
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The staff of S.A.C. ,in front of
Webb Center, looks ready to
make the year enjoyable for all
students in this fall photo.
B eth Leh ton en and Beth
M aeyer
are
ob vio u sly
interested in making sure they
have all of the details for
pleasing the students

t& c
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Student Activities

President of S.A.C. Joe Matthews chairs the meeting of the
entertainment minds.

1 3 2 Stud&t£ s4cttvCUe&

The
S tude nt A nim al
House
and
A c tiv itie s C ounci was C addyS hack w ere also I
responsible for most of the show n and drew great
even ts and a c tiv itie s crowds. The biggest events
provided for students on are generated from SAC
campus. Working closely including concerts, carwith the Student Activities nivals, and EXAM JAM.
Department, they made EXAM JAM occurs every
sure there were plenty of semester the Friday before
safe and entertaining ways final exams, and allows the
to relax from a full day or students one last look at blue
w eek of conce ntrated skies before a weeklong look
studying. The most visible at notebooks, and texts.
and attendable activity was Other events like Super
the Free Movies held on dance and the CBS College
Wednesday and Friday Tour make it to the campus
nights, where students thanks to the efforts of Joe
could see blockbusterfilms Matthews and the rest of the
not yet available in video dedicated Student Activities
stores. Classics, like Council staff.

One knows where they are
when in the S.A.C. office.
Steve Broderick pours change
into a cup, that S.A.C collected
to raise money for Superdance.

Student /tctcviti&i
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Fellowship of Minority Engineers and Scientists

Forensics
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Special Events Coordinator
Julie Grillo and SAC’s Steve
Broderick take time to discuss
the dance.
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For the four-teenth
year, the students of O.D.U.
cam e
to g e th e r
fo r
Superdance, an event to
raise funds in search of a
cure fo r M uscula r D ys
trophy. Superdance is a
tw enty fo u r hour dance
marathon where participants
gather sponsors and pledges
and dance to raise money
to su p p o rt the cause.
Sponsors like Coca-Cola,
C h a n e llo ’s Pizza, M c
Donalds, and Pepsi donated
prizes for the dancers and
s p e cta to rs.
Local re s
taurants like Friar Tucks and
A n th o n y ’s P izza also
donated prizes which were
handed out to winners of
gam es like Lim bo, Hot
Potato, Musical Chairs and

Simon Says.
M uch
fun
was
enjoyed by all as the night
rolled into the wee hours.
Even the nationally
ranked Lady M onarchs
basketball team showed
up to get down after their
o ve rw h e lm in g
v ic to ry
against the Lady Eagles of
American University.
The even t was
organized by the Student
A c tiv itie s C ouncil, and
m anaged to raise over
$3500 fo r MDA.
The
Hampton Roads District of
Muscular Dystrophy was
th a n kfu l fo r all of the
wonderful support, and glad
the students were able to
bring back the event after
an eleven year hiatus.

t i l
Superdance participants put their best foot forward for the
right cause.

This student takes some time
to make a poster to show her
support for Superdance.
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S op h m ore Jo M cln ern ey,
focuses on the topic being
discussed during an October
meeting.
Hungry, thirsty and ready to
re la x the S tu d en t A m 
bassadors listen for their room
keys to be handed out in the
hotel lobby in Nags Head, North
Carolina.

C e a d ttty
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Student Ambassadors

At weekly meetings Student Ambassadors often have talks
with University officials.
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Student Ambass
adors
can be seen
rep re se n tin g ODU all
around campus wearing
blazers or rugbies, and a
ready smile. They are an
elite organization whose
purpose is to project the
U n iv e rs ity ’s im age to
p ro sp e ctive students,
alum ni,
and
the
community. They also
assist President Koch at
formal affairs serving as
hosts and hostesses for
dignitaries and guests.
In addition to
acting as liasons to the
public Student Ambass

adors like to have fun. This I]
year the group went to Nags j
Head for a retreat. It helpec
them to get to know one
a n o th e r, w hich makes
team work even stronger (
when acting as a welcoming j
committee. They also]
a tte n d e d th e SAA/SF
D i s t r i c t I I I Conferen
h osted by G eo rgia Stall
U n iv e rs ity in Atlanta, to
learn and share ideas with I
o th e r sch o o ls.
At the I]
conference, the Ambass- i
adors won the Lip-syncing |
contest and received the |
award for most spirited
school.

Student Ambassadors take
time out to show off their formal
attire.
This year’s retreat gave insight
on h ow the o rg a n iza tio n
op era tes as w ell as an
opportunity to get to know each
other.

rfnt&zwadonA, 1 3 7
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M em bers o f the J ew ish
community enjoy a pizza
dinner in the Sukkah on Webb
lawn.

Hillel is an organ Jewish harvest, on Webb
ization primarily for Jewish lawn. All students were
students.
This privately invited to come out and eat
funded organization works pizza and learn more about
hard to educate the student the harvest. Because of
body about Judaism, and their efforts to educate the
to give Jewish students an student body, local media
o u tle t to
the ODU came out and covered this
community.
event. In addition, Hillel
They do not have a has also sponsored political
rush and largely depend spe a ke rs and cu ltu ra l
on students coming to them. awareness programs. In
This has created a the future, they plan to
problem for membership, increase campus involve
which is one thing Hillel ment, and to continue to
would like to overcome. push for strong growth.
However, over the past year Since Hillel is on a regional
membership has risen.
and national level, more
Among one of the co n fe re n ce s on p ub lic
highlights for this year was policy and seminars will
the building of a Sukkah h o p e fu lly bring m ore
which is a symbol of the recognition.

u n it e d
STATES

Members of Hillel work with
Virginia Weslyan College to
build a Sukkah.
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Along with the Hillel of Willianand Mary. Hillel learned what
life was like during the Holocaust for Jews at the Holocaust
Museum.

a b s t
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GLBSA

Golden Key Honor Society
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The Honor Council meets
weekly to discuss academic
integrity.
Morning, noon or evening,
someone is always working
hard in the Honor Coucil to
answer student’s questions.

¿tatton,

<z*tctcuteyiC
Honor Council

Is Karla Riffle cheating off chairman Dawne Chambers’ paper?
No, she’s just wondering what’s next on the agenda.
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The Honor Council
spends countless hours
educating students and
faculty on the importance
of academic integrity and
the interpretation of the
Honor Pledge.
This year’s staff put
forth a great deal of effort
by starting before the
students arrived. They
spoke to faculty about
signs of cheating, the
reporting process, and
sending representatives
from the honor council to
speak to various classes.
Next, they taught freshmen
at Preview and Orientation
Sessions what cheating is,

quizzing them on the subject
and how it is not tolerated
T hey also spoke to
undergraduate classes to
impress on students the
need to remain honorable ir
their academic endeavors.
In March, they held an event
called Honor Week, where
students participated in a
mock trial, heard lectures
and were made more aware
of the im p lic a tio n s of
academic dishonesty.
Chairperson Dawne
Chambers said “I enjoy
w o rking w ith students
to w a rd s the goal of
awareness about academic
integrity, and enforcing it.”

Shannon Stansbury, Mark
Brown, Dawne Chambers,
Karla Riffle, Ken Allen, Jennifer
Reidy and Jennifer Beigle
represent the Honor Council
with integrity.
Knowing the Honor Code is as
important as knowing not to
cheat.
K ristine H arrison
reaffirms her committment to
the Honor Code at ODU.

& 0 4 t* tC tl
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Mundo Hispano
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These two Monarchs team up
to take an American Player
out of the play.
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One sport offered to
students at ODU is Men’s
Lacrosse. Although it has
“men” in it’s title it is open to
all students. What makes
this sport unique is that it’s a
club
sp o rt
and
not
recognized as a varsity sport,
such as Women’s Lacrosse.
T hey do receive som e
funding for the team of 20
students to help pay for
equipment and tournament
fees, but when money is tight
players are required to pay
dues.
During the fall season
the lacrosse team attended
the Fall Brawl Tournament
at the University of Maryland.
They played the top four
teams and defeated the
University of North Carolina

The team raises their sticks to signify they are ready to beat
the other opponent.

W ilm ington in the to u r
nament During the regular
season they played schools
such as, William and Mary,
VCU and JMU. Both the
men and women play their
gam es on the new
Powhatan field completed
lastfall. When the Women’s
Lacrosse team had a home
game the guys came out
and supported them and
vice versa.
The season was a
building one and the players
got to know each other
better for a chemistry that is
sure to bring rewards. The
lacrosse team picked up a
lot of team spirit and hopes
to win many matches next
season.

This Monarch makes sure he
has the b a ll b efore he
maneuvers to score.
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D oing w h at she does best,
V a le rie C a rin o , E d it o r -in Chief, goes over the layout for
next w eeks’ issue.
F e a tu re E d ito r, A n g é liq u e
Lopez, ta k e s a m in u te to
brainstorm a possible story.

cxfoa! ex&uz!
Mace and Crown

At almost 10:30 at night, David Augdelo, a staff writer, h as the
drive to m ake deadline no matter how late he h as to stay.
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Darkness fills the
building. The halls are
em pty,
the w indo w s
without view. We are
alone.
E very
M onday
night, the diligent staff of
the Mace and Crown burns
the m id n ig h t oil in a
c o n s is te n t a tte m p t to
enlighten Old Dominion
University.
Through stories of
safe sex, fallen sports
stars, drag shows, and
student crime victims, the
Mace and Crown strives
to bring the campus the

latest news, the coolest
feature stories, and an
intelligent insight into the
issues students face daily.
With such a large
student body, it is often
difficult to provide every
o rg a n iza tio n , group or
m eeting w ith adequate
coverage. The Mace anc
Crown relies on students for
leads, in fo rm a tio n and
opinion. W ithout them,
pages would be empty;
because of them , they
co n tin u e
a
tra d itio n
spanning more than a half a
century.

I
I
I
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C r a ig
F it z g e r a ld ,
H ead
Designer, takes a moment to
decide where he exactly w ants
to place a picture.
H ow did this picture get in
h e re ? P h o to E d it o r , W ill
Bassett, seem s am used by a
shot.
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Students start with learning
basic defense techniques like
these, before moving to more
advanced ones.

vatt dumm
The Akido Club of
ODU provides a popular
form of martial arts training
to in terested students.
Akido is a form of self
defense that was developed
by the Ja pa nese, and
instead of em phasizing
stren gth and pow er to
overcom e an opponent,
Akido utilizes joint grips to
overtake a foe. Focusing
on the knees, wrists, elbows
, and neck allows one to
use the momentum of the
opponent against them.
Em phasis is placed on

balance and coordination.
The students first learn to
move with balance before
trying to perform actual
defense
m oves
on
opponents. Making full use
of their coordination and
balance, the Akido martial
artist can effectively gain
control of the opponent’s
joint action, and manuever
them down to the ground in
a fluid motion. Movie stars,
like Steven Segal, made this
technique very popular in
the U.S. and very popular
on the ODU campus.

The club show s their
s t u f f at o n e o f th e
Basketball games.

1 4 6 rffoto'

Never showing fear to your opponent is w hat this m an’s
expression indicates.

Panhellenic Council

National Panhellenic Council
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After a motion w as passed,
Nicole Grey gives a smile to
show she is pleased with the
decision.
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Student Senate

H aving such a diverse Senate is an asset to our University.
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S e tta te

The
S tude nt
Senate exists to provide
official channels through
w hich the s tu d e n t’s
opinions and concerns
may be reliably voiced and
recogn ized
by
the
administration. This is an
effort to ensure the welfare
of
each
s tu d e n t’s
educational experience.
This y e a r’s sen a to rs
worked hard to make the
university and community
able to enjoy the fruits of
their labor.
The firs t m ajor
event conducted by the
senate was FallFest, a

camival-like event where
students could learn aboul
the senate in a relaxed
atmosphere. After this, the
productivity of the senate got
bogged down in internal
conflict stemmed by the
actions of Student Body
President, Jeff Rowley. This
didn’t stop the dedicated
senators though, as they
co lle cte d food fo r the
homeless at Thanksgiving,
solicited donations on the
s tre e t
fo r
M uscular
Distrophy, and influenced
the university’s decisions
concerning new curriculum
requirements.

All these Senators are h ard at
w ork, som eth in g m u st be
going right.
John Young, Jesse Walker, and
S t e r lin g
H ig g in s
a re
contemplating a rather tough
decision.

Student Senate 149
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A t th e S t u d e n t F a c u lt y
Breakfast Nyoaka Green talks
with professors Keith William 
son and M artha Garris.

6-4,a
The Black Student
Alliance is dedicated to the
promotion and involvement
of African-American activities
on campus. This year was “a
new b e g in n in g ” fo r the
association, as they adopted
th is them e to s ig n ify
re in vo lve m e n t
of
the
o rg a n iza tio n
into
the
university and community
after a departure in the recent
past. The group decided to
split the year’s activities into
two sem esters of focus:
academics and involvement.
The fall semester’s schedule
was filled with public forums
on several topics like success
in the nineties, and initiated a
voter registration drive. Inthe
Spring, a candlelight vigil was
held in observance of Martin
Luther King Day. After that,

Backstage at the H uck -A -B u ck show at W eb b Center which
w as sponsored by BSA.

the group was busy with
events like the Miss Ebony
ODU Pageant, a talent
show, a comedy show, 2
concerts, a Black Student
Leadership Conference,
and events encompassing
Black History Month. In
addition, they organized
“Club Candlelight Night”, a
semi-formal night of jazz
and poetry. That was for
the public, but the Cabaret
on the Spirit of Norfolk was
their own celebration for
jobs well done.
BSA announced its
new WEB page, and hopes
to m ake next ye a r as
productive as this year. With
the
d e d ica tio n
and
commitment they showed,
we’ll have to wait and see if
they can top this one.

Lovelee Jones participates in
In terp retive D ra m a tiz a tio n
during C lu b Candlelight.

mm i 5 i

Joe King, Thom as Maddin, and
A n d re a E s p e r a t re p re se n t
W O D U at an outdoor function
on W e b b Lawn. W O D U can
alw ays get a cam pus event
jam m in ’.
D.J. D ough boy thoughtfully
chooses album s to play during
his radio show.

(tot,

WODU

The WODU Crew (Left to Right): Thom as Maddin, Andrea
Esperat, Scott Baxter, E rm a R abusa, M artin Waller, Matt
D auer, Doughboy, M arsh a Pope, Tarik Joyner and Teddy
Kebede.
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M any stu d e n ts,
faculty and staff had no
idea that a radio station,
run by students, existed
on campus. With only
certain floors and sections
of Powhatan Apartments
and the dorms able to hear
the s ta tio n , stu d e n ts
couldn’t tune in to WODU.
Fortunately, the university
got a transmitter up and
running at the end of the
spring semester, so people
all over Norfolk could jam
to great tunes, and make
the college radio station
the best in the city.
For publicity pur
poses, the WODU crew

had a Bad Boy appearance,
and a Two Buck Webb Jam
with about forty DJ’s. A wide
variety of music was played
for everyone’s interests: HipHop, Jazz, Hard-core/Punk,
Ska, Jazz, and Heavy Metal
are just a few examples.
W ODU
had
a
business-like attitude, but
also served as a forum for
friendship, and students got
a chance to see what it was
like to work in a radio station.
They made contacts with
o th e r s ta tio n s, record
companies, bands/artists,
and booking agencies to get
the latest information for
students.

Never turn you back on the
camera, unless you’re in the
radio business.
One of the D .J .’s decides to
m ix u p a few tunes for the new
extended broadcasting area.

TVO Tm
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In addition to having
an a tte n tio n grabb ing
resume at an interview,
some would consider a
confident, rewarding smile
to be an integral part of a
career search. No organ
ization on campus knows
this better than the ODU
Student American Dental
Hygienists’ and Assistants’
Association (SADHAA).
SADHAA students
believe in learning every
thing there is to know about
good dental hygiene. They
dutifully pass that know
ledge on to everyone they
can
reach
thro ugh
participation in numerous
fu n c tio n s
th ro u g h o u t
Hampton Roads and the
Eastern Shore.
V a rio u s E astern

Virginia communities and
residents are invited to
partake of the vast,
collective knowledge and
skill possessed by our
SADHAA students. Com
m unity events such as
Tangier Island, the Eastern
Shore Health Fairs, and the
Lillian Vernon Employee
Health Fair provide forums
for SADHAA students to
showcase their talents and
abilities.
In addition to hands
on partnerships within the
community, SADHAA has
co n trib u te d m oney to
various organizations. One
such donation went to
O peration Sm ile In te r
national, which supports
m issio n -b o u n d
dental
hygienists.

Student Hygienists went to
T a n g ie r Is la n d to p rovid e
dental care were needed.

154 S A T W A A

Meetings at Michele D arby’s
house, advisor for SADHAA,
always accomplished a lot.

SA D H A A students went to a elementary school to teach
children about the importance of dental care.

Young Democrats

Health Advisory Committee
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K ansha and Latoya were the
funnest people on staff.
H e’s rude, obnoxious, funny,
crazy, fearless, crass, gassy,
sassy, a n d unsym pathetic.
But really h e’s ju st David Dilts.

Tam i Langston came in during
the spring semester to rescue
u s from photo hell!
Kristal Hodnett helped out with
prom oting the book in the
dorms.

e t t c t ? ? ...

The Laureate Yearbook

M onica Butler, Laurie Bloom and O scar Gomeiz take time out
of stressful yearbook workshops in Florida, to pose for a
picture.

156
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The
Laure ate
The 1996-97 staff
Yearbook serves as Old was d e d ica te d to this
Dominion’s history book. yearlong project of trying to
It includes as many events include as many students
and activities as the staff as possible, and working
can catch. We try to catalog them into the central theme
and capture everything that of the book, Wait and See.
was happening around This
ye a rs
them e,
campus throughout the symbolized the continuing
year.
construction of our campus
For the past few p h y s ic a lly as w ell as
years
we
b a ttle d
intellectually. This year’s
inadequate budgeting, lack seniors never saw ODU at a
of university awareness, tim e when there w asn’t
and
p erpe tua l some kind of construction
understaffing which has going on at school, and can’t
made this year’s book so wait to see the finished
much more important; not product. The theme also
knowing if there will ever symbolizes the attitude they
be another one.
need, as people who are

Heather Vipond finds some
space in her m essy desk to
write a caption for a picture.
Editor D eb ra Freem an takes
time to advise Tom m y Smigiel
on picking a picture for the
book.

trying to put their hard earned degrees to
work, and show that they will be successful.
The world will have to “wait and see” how
much better it is with ODU grads making
their mark.
Capturing the memories of this tear
in 192 pages isn’t as easy as it sounds.
Creating a book takes a lot of work, and
having classes, homework and jobs doesn’t
leave much time to go to every event on
campus. It’s exactly like having a research
report due every week and having no time
to do the research. The possibility that
there won’t be a book next year makes this
year’s presentation of memories that much
more special.
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Babichenko, Denis 38
Bames, Kevin N. 38
Baden, Justin M. 38
Baseball 86
Basketball, Men's 72
Basketball, Women's 74
Bassett, Reggie 73
Baxter, Scott 152
Baylor, Crystal R. 38
Beberdick, Christine 7
Beigle, Jennifer 141
Best, Victoria H. 38
Bethel, April M. 38
Betts, Brian 152
BSA 150
Blocker, Dionne 186

A Day in the Life 22
Academics Divider 30
Adler, Andrew E. 38
Ahner, Ashby F. 38
Akido 146
Albertson, Steven D. 38
Alexander, Nathniel J. 38
Alexander, Tamara L. 38
Allen, Jeremy 45
Allen, Kendall E. 38, 141
Alma Mater 188
Alpha Kappa Alpha 122
Alpha Phi Alpha 119
Alpha Phi Omega 116
Alpha Xi Delta 107
Alvis, Amy J. 38
Alumni Ad 173
Ambassadors, Student 136
Andrade, Mery 74
Andrews, Mary F. 38
Anyane-Ntow, Anna K. 38
ArtcarvedAd 175
Art Show 43
Atanacio, Joseph B. 38
Augdelo, David 144
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Bloodgood, Wendy J. 39
Bloom, Laurie Mouse 186
Booth, Michael L. 39
Borders, Matt 83
Boyd, Brandon N. 39
Brady, Melissa C. 39
Breault, Kacle 92
Brockham, George A. 39
Broderick,Steve 133,135
Brown. Allison 85
Brown, Lamont 12,13
Brown, Mark 141
Brown, Tim 92

Bookstore Ad 176
Brown, Walter 12,13
Bullock, Adrienne F. 39
Burke, Crystal K. 39
Burton, Leigh M. 40
Burton, Thyessa L. 40
Butler, Monica 186
Butler, Tyronna R. 40
Byers, Michael 73
Byers, Jonathan W. 40
Byng. Robert H. Jr. 40

e

Cabacungan, Mark E. 40
Calpito, Jessica G. 40
Capel, Jeff 72
Carino, Valerie 144
Carrington, Shauanda L. 40

Chambers, Dawne 140, 141
Champagne, Nora 186
Chappell, Jennifer G. 41
Cheerleading 93
Chess, Chaun 13
Chi Omega 118
Chucoski, Cheryl A. 41
Clement, Kieth 187
Clifford, Marite F. 41
Closing 190, 191, 192
Cobb, Daphne H. 41
CBS Tour 26
Colophon 187
Community Divider 158
Computer Labs 40
Conde, Luiz Ingrid T. 41
CopytronAd 175
Crawford, Stacey L. 41
Crazzy Classes 51
Crockett, Rachel A. 41
Cronin, Nancy E. 41
Construction 8
Crowded Hallways 48
Crowling, Heather C. 41

^ od ex
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Elliot, Dan 93
Emerson-Wilcher, Loraine 42
Esinhart, Elizabeth 35
Esperat, Andrea 152
Estep, Chip 53
Evans, Joey 95

7

T>
Darby, Michele 154
Dauer, Matt 152
Davis, Carin J. 41
Davis, Dori 41
Dayve, John C. 37
Debrough, MarleenaA. 41
Delta Chi 120
Delta Sigma Phi 105
Delta Sigma Theta 126
Delta Zeta 106
Delvin, Andy 78
Dempsey, Gracie 92
Dickens, Nancy C. 41
Dilts, David 41,156
Diving 82
Dominion Bookstore Ad 175
Dobyns, Tracie Y. 41
Dorm Life 68
Dorm Room Walls 10
Doughboy, DJ 152
Dowden, Shanna P. 41

S
Earnest, Alex 62
Easley, Reynard 13
Eastbume, Heather 94,95
Editor's Page 187
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Fajardo, Verna E. 42
Faulk, Mecca 42
Favorite Professors 34, 35, 36,
37
Fellowship
of
Minority
Engineers and Scientists Photo
134
Ferreira, Ed W. 42
Ferris, Michael J. 42
Field Hockey, Women's 94
Fight Song 184
FIJI 124
Fitzgerald, Craig 145
Floyd, LaToya E. 42
Foerster, Laura 85
Forensics Photo 134
Francella, Jennifer L. 42

Freckleton, Shakira A. 42
Freeman, Debra 136,
137,187,186,42,157
Furness, Heather S. 42

Ganesan, Pu Vana 42
Gard, Christine M. 42
GLBSA Photo 139
Gervais, Jessica 92
Gervase, Nicole M. 42
Gifford, Joan Ad 174
Gillard, Meredith T. 42
Glenn, Robert L. Jr. 42
Golden Key Honor
Society Photo 139
Gomeiz,
O scar
42,186,156
Goodbred, Wendy 43
Goode, David A. 43

Goodeman, Mark 79
Gordon, Tony E. 43
Gosney, John 43
Graduation 52
Graves, Nicole 43
Gray, Nicole 148
Gray, Subrina D. 43
Greek Divider 98
Green, Toshia R. 43
Greenawalt, Bridget 84
Greenbach, Doris a. 44
Greene-Jefferson, Tonia 44
Gresham Hall 60,61
Griffith, Allen M. 44
Grillo, Julie 135
Grumbach, Doris A. 44
Gsell, Tony 86
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Haggins, Andrea L. 44
Hahn, John M. 44
Hall, Kanesha 186,156
Hargrove, Nicole A. 44
Harold, Brian D. 44
Harper, Alethia N. 44
Harris, Renita D. 44
Harrison, Kristine 141
Harrison, TaRhonda 45
Hatch, Schnika L. 45
Health Advisory
Committee Photo 155
Healthy Community 182
Henniker, Andrew C. 45
Hess, Hetaher 94,95
Higgins, Sterling 149
HILLEL 138
Himes, Stacey 75
Hispano, Mundo 142
Hodges, Leslie A. 45
Hodnett, Kristal 156,186
Honor Council 141
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Hoots, Lori E. 45
Huang, I-Chung 45
Hunter, James E. Jr.

7
I-Hall 66
Ingersoll, Mark A. 45

?
Jackson, Mark 12
Jackson, Ronald T. 45
Jackson, Shannon 61
James, Jon C. 45
Jan, Sue/Ting 45
Jarrett, Ashley N. 45
Johnson, Kim S. 45

Larry, Wendy 74
Langston, Tami 156
Laureate, The 156
Layman, Michael P. 46
Leach, Kimberly T. 46
Lee, Jeong H. 46
Lehtonen, Beth 132
Lemon, Sheri R. 46
Light-Keene, Katie 46
Linnette, Gwendelyn D. 46
Lopez, Angelique 144
Lucero, Audrey T. 46

M

Jones, Elliot C. 36
Joyner, Tarik 152

Kalkhof, Jerome W. 45
Kappa Delta Rho 109
Kebede, Teddy 152
Keklik, Aksel 45
Kherridine, Dr. A. 34
King, Joe 152
King, Sharifa 152
Knight, Frank 44
Koch, Pamela L. 45
Koch, James V. 28,32,33
Kundert, Steven A. 46
Kutchenriter, Carol J. 46

Mace and Crown 144
Madden, Thomas 152
Maddox, Deann J. 46
Maeyer, Beth 132
Majette, Latisha R. 46
Marcos, Victor I. 46
Marshall, Staci N. 46
Martin, Chris 13
Marzano, Mario 46
Masubuchi, Minako 46
Matthews, Joe 132
McCoy, Staci R. 46
McCray, Tanesha N. 47
McGowan, Michael S. 47
Mclnemey, Jo 136

d
Lacrosse, Men's 143
Lacrosse, Women's 84
Lacrosse Photo, Men's 142
Lamda Chi Alpha 110

'Index
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McKee, Christopher P. 47
McNeil, Mindy 35
Midkiff, Teddy V. 47
Midnite Madness 6
Midyette, Jeb 37
Miller, Anshan M. 47
Miller, Ashley 95
Miller, Kim 95
Miller, Terrance 152
Monarch Dance Team 88
Moore, Jennifer 21
Moore, Jeremy A. 47
Moore, Malcom D. 47
Moore, Regina 40
Morrow, Sharetta A. 47
Murillo, Martha A. 48

Nesius, Kneeland K. 34
Nevins, Lucy 47
Newman, Dr. 51
Nichols, Helen E. 48
Norfleet, AnnetteJL 48
NOVA Ad 174
Novak, Jennifer P. 48

O'Reilly, John 87
Organization Divider 130

V
National Panhellinic
Council Photo 147
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Panhellenic Council Photo 147
Parker, Jerome 92
Payton, Devin 78
Pepsi Ad 174

K
Rabusa, Erma 152
Raines, Jacnita L. 49
Raingh, Jennifer L. 49
Ransone, Eric 52
Reidy, Jennifer 141
Residents vs. Commuters 18
Richardson, Monika D. 49
Riffle, Karla A. 49,140, 141
Ringer, Shannon M. 49
Rise and Shine 16
Roberts, Pamela M. 49
Roberts, Nyree 75
Rockhill, Deanna 92
Rogers, Christine M. 49
Rogers Hall 62,63,64,65
Rowell, Catherine J. 49
Rownley, Jeff 148
Russell, Erica R. 49
Ruth, Dr. 28

I
Peniceiro, Ticha 75
Person, LaTasha 48
Pham, Kha V. 48
Phi Beta Sigma 128
Pi Beta Phi 103
Pi Kappa Alpha 125
Pi Tau Sigma 115
Procrastination 39
Prologue 3
Pool, Julie L. 48
Pope, Marsha 152
Post, Lisa M. 49
Powers, Lee 92
Pow hatan
Student
Association Photo 150

Sailing 90
Samudre, Sandeep S. 49

2
Quartararo, Noelle R. 49
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Soccer, Women's 80
Softball Fundraiser 14
Southard, Patricia N. 50
Spitzli, Lori A. 50
Sports Divider 70
Spriggs, James H. 50
Stanley, Dena M. 50
Stansbury, Shannon L. 50,141
Staples, Tommy 87
Step Show 12
Steele, Gregory C. 50
Stockdale, Stephanie 50
Stratton, Koshua N. 51
Stress 47
Stuart, Stephanie D. 51
SAC 132
SADHAA 154
Student Life Divider 4
Student Senate 148
Student Services Ad 172
SVEA Photo 150
Studious Students 44
Summers, Tamara Y. 51
Superdance 135
Swinko, Danielle R. 51
Sykes, Latanya 92
Sawi, Juliet 38
Schubert, Brooke 82
Schwartz, Beth-Ann J. 49
Scott, Michele T. 49
Seasons of ODU 180
Selby, Dr. G. 36
Senior Statistics 170, 171
Shedlock, Naomi 92
Sheikh, Sarah H. 49
Shelton, Katherine M. 49
Sigma Gamma Rho 113
Sigma Nu 112
Simon, Heather 95
Singafoos, Sheila L. 50
Sing, Jeanette L. 50
Slone, LaQuita M. 50
Smigiel, Tommy 157, 186
Smith, Carl 92
Smith, Douglas J. 50
Smith, Dylan P. 50
Smith, Jennifer M. 50
Smith, Jennifer S. 50
Smith, Lauren J. 50
Snead, Chalarra A. 50
Soccer, Men's 78
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White, Amanda B. 53
Whitehurst Hall 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59
Wierzbowski, John 79
Williams, Danya 53
Williams, Jennifer A. 53
Williams, Roy 50
Wilson, Larry 68
Wingate, Phalishia C. 53
W ODU 152
Wright, Comita D. 53
Wrushen, Tiffany 92

Table of Contents 2
Takao, Kazumi 51
Thornton, Alan H. 51
To, Danielle N. 51
Triplett, Kelly J. 51
Tucker, Carter 53

V
Vander, Rose Marie 95
Vasco, Carlos 79
Vaught, Cynthia C. 52
Vertz, Tammy M. 52
Vigenski, Rick 52
Vipond, Heather 186,157
Vtipil, Chris 92

I
Year in Review 177,178,179
Young Democrats Photo 155
Young, John 149
Youngblood, Skipper 72

I
Zeta Phi Beta 129
Zeta Tau Alpha 121
Zuchowski, Shanda 92

TV
Wallace, Jennifer D. 52
Waller, Martin 152
Walker, Lisa I. 52
Ward, Kendra C. 52
Watso, John S. 52
Watts, Bradley H. 52
Watts, David B. 53
Weaver, Beaver L. 53
Webb, Dianne F. 53
Weech, Cherran 68
Wescott, James F. 53
West, Brad R. 53
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Epsilon, Intem atinal Council.
Stacey L. Crawford - NSSLHA, SHAV,
D elta S igm a T h eta S orority, Inc.
National Panhellenic Council.
Rachel A. Crockett - Golden Key
National Honor Society, Commuter
S tu den t Union, Academ ic Honors
Program, Sigma Tau Delta, Literary
Club - Secretary, Rambling Rhetoric Editor.
Carin J. Davis - Chi Omega, Order o f
Omega - President.
Nancy C. Dickens - Delta Sigm a
Lambda.
David M. Dilts - Student Senator Student Services Chair, Outstanding
S en a tor, (94-95), Laureate Yearbook M an agin g E d ito r,(9 6 -9 7 ) P o litica l
Science Club - Vice President, (93-94).
Tracie Y. Dobyns - Sports Medicine
Club.

Lorraine

E m erso n -W ilch er

-

P h ilosoph ical S ociety, P h ilospical
H onor Society, Sigm a T au Delta,
German Club.
Verna E. Fajardo - Student Senate,
S tu d e n t N a tio n a l E n v iro n m e n ta l
Health Association - Secretary.
Mecca Faulk - SVEA.
Ed W. Ferreira - Pre Law Association.
Michael J. Ferris - Psi Chi.
LaToya E. Floyd - SVEA.
Jennifer L. Franc ella - Chi Omega,
Order o f Omega.
Shakira A. Freckleton - Academic
H onors Program , S tu den t H ealth
Advisory Committee - President.
Debra R. Freem an - L a u re a te
Yearbook - Editor, Student Senate Executive Vice President, Pre Law
Association, Student Am bassador,
Mace and Crown, Young Democrats.
Heather S. Furness - E xecutive
Member o f BSU, SVEA, Sigma Tau
Delta, Resident Assistant.
Puvana Ganesan - Lambda Pi Eta
(N a n tin a l C o m m u n ica tio n H on or
Society), Golden Key Honor Society,
Rotaract Club, Council o f International

S e itc v i S t*tc& U c&
Andrew E. Adler - Alpha Phi Omega,

April M. Bethel - Zeta Phi Beta

Hillel - Jewish Students Association.
Steven P. Albertson - Am erican
Society o f Mechanical Engineers.
Nathaniel J. Alexander - Psi Chi
(Psychology).
Tamara L. Alexander - O rder o f
Omega, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. Treasurer, Secretary, Black Student
Alliance, National Panhellenic Council
- Secretary.
Kendall E. Allen - College Republicans,
Honor Council.
Amy J. A lv is - SADHAA
Amma K. A n y ane - Ntow - Golden Key
N a tio n a l
H onor
S o c ie ty ,
C o m m u n ica tio n s H o n o r S o cie ty,
Speech Chorus - Treasurer, ODU
Presidental Scholar.
Denis M. Babichenko - Golden Key
National Honor Society, Model United
Nations.
Justin M. Baden - Mace and Crown
S taff Memeber
Scott T. Baxter - W O D U ;S p o r t s
Director, Public Relations Director.
Victoria H. Best - Golden Key National
Honor Society.

Sorority, Inc. National Panhellenic
Council.
Brandon N. Boyd - DPMA, Student
Chapter.
Melissa C. Brady - Presidental Scholar,
Academic Honors Program.
Leigh M. Burton - RHSA -Social/Prize
Chair, Student Activities Council,
T u to r and Counselor for Upward
Bound.
Tyronna R. Butler - Student Senator,
Student Ambassador, Zeta Phi Beta President, Alpha Kappa Psi - Vice
P re s id e n t,
D a ta
P r o c e s s in g
Management Association, Society for
Human Resource Management.
Jonathan W. Byers - D elta Chi
Fraternity, Arm y ROTC.
Mark E. Cabacungan - ODU Ice Hockey
Club - President (95-96), Delta Chi
Fraternity - Rush Chair, Social Chair,
Philanthropy.
Shauanda L. Carrington - Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc. - Vice President,
N a tio n a l P a n h e lle n ic C o u n c il President.
Daphne Cobb - Rotaract Club, Pi Sigma
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Orginization Steering Committee.
Christine M. Gard - Delta Sigma
Lambda, Sigma Tau Delta.
Meredith T. Gilliard - Golden Key
N a tio n a l H o n o r S o c ie ty - V ic e
President, Lamda Pi Eta Honor Society,
Omicron Delta Kappa International
Honor Society, Batten Arts & Letters Peer Advisor.
Robert L. Glenn Jr. - Pi Kappa Alpha,
Order o f Omega - Vice President, Crew
Team, ASSE, ENVH Club, NEHA.
Oscar M. G om eiz - Pi Tau Sigma President, Laureate Yearbook - Photo
Editor, AIAA, College Republicans.
John R. Gosney - In tern ation al
Student Association, International
Student Committee, Residence Hall
Student Association.
Nicole K. Graves - Finance Club,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. President (96), Vice President (95),
Kappa Gamma Chapter.
Sabrina D. Gray - Pre Law Association
- Executive Vice president, Student
S en ator, B lack S tu den t A llian ce,
N a tio n al P o litica l S cien ce H onor
Society, Senior Class Committee, Alpha
Phi Sigma, National Criminal Justice
Honor Society.
Tonia Greene- Jefferson - Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority Inc. - President.
Toshia R. Green - Delta Sigma Theta,
Order o f Omega.
N athan
W.
G ro s s -A c a d e m ic
Honors:Bs-Nursing
Dorris A. Grumbach - A.P.S., (95), Psi
Chi, (95-97) - Secretary.
Andrea L. Haggins - Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority Inc. - President, Model
United Nations, International Student
Association.
John M. Hahn - Beta Alpha Psi.
Brian D. Harold - Finance Club.
Alethia N. Harper - Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Pi Sigma Epsilon.
Renita D. Harris - Alpha Kappa Psi Vice President o f A d m in istra tio n .
Leslie A. Hodges - C h i O m ega

Fraternity.

Lori E. Hoots - Golden Key Honor
Society, Sigma Theta Tau Nursing
Honor Society, National and State
Student Nurse Association Member,
Nurses Association - Vice President.
James E. Hunter Jr.- Delta Sigma
Phi.
Jon
C. Jam es
- A m e ric a n
Phsychological Association.
Kim S. Johnson - Optimist Club.
Aksel Keklik - Sports Medicine Club.
Steven A. Kundert - S tu d e n ts
O v e rc o m in g
L im ita tio n s
w ith
Education. Golden Key Honor Society.
Carol J. K u tch en riter - Golden Key
Honor Society, SVEA.
Michael P. Layman - ASME.
Sheri R. Lemon - Golden Key Honor
S o c ie ty , H e a lth an d PE C lu b Treasurer, (95-96).
Gwendolyn D. Linnette - Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Inc., - President,
Vice President, Superdance ‘97, Logistics Chair.
Audrey T. Lucero - Data Processing
Management Association.
Victor I. Marcos - Golden Key Honor
Society.
Staci N. Marshall - Delta Sigma Theta
Corresponding Secretary, Public
Service Chair, Optimist Club - Charter
Member, President, Order o f Omega,
Communication Club, Greek Council
- Co- President, National Panhellenic
Council, WODU, Mace and Crown.
Mario Marzano - Chi Omega, Chi.
Chrostopher P. McKee - Golden Key

Honor Society, ASCLS, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society.
Jeremy A. Moore - IEEE.

Sharetta A. Morrow - SAADAH.
M artha A. M urillo - T h e a te r
Department, Akido Club.
Helen E. Nichols - SADHAA.
Jennifer P. NavU - SAADHAA - Vice
President, Chairman o f the Bylaws
committee.
LaTarsha D. Person - Pi Sigma Epsilon
- Vice President o f Public Relations.
Julie L. Pool - Golden Key Honor
Society.
Lisa M. Post - M idrise R H S A Hospitality Chair , (93-94), President,
(94-95), Powhatan Student Association
- Treasurer, (95-97).
JacnitaL. Raines-Alpha Kappa Alpha
- Corresponding Secretary.
Jennifer L. R a irigh - D elta Zeta
Sorority.
Monica D. Richardson - SVEA
Karla A. Riffle - Honor Council - Vice
Chairm an, Phi K appa Phi H onor
Society, Golden Key Honor Society,
USAToday “Best and Brightest” College'
Student Nominee,Alpha Kappa Delta
Honor Society, Delta Sigma Phi Honor
Society, In Support o f Children Treasurer, Arm y R.O.T.C. - Company
Commander, M agna Cum Laude, (97).
Christine M. Rogers - Chi Omega
Sorority - Vice President, Order of
Omega, Psi Chi, Golden Key Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Delta
K a p p a , A m e ric a n P s y c h o lo g ic a l
Society.

Erica R. Russell - Golden Key Honor

Democrats - Secretary

S o cie ty, P si Chi, B la ck S tu d en t
Alliance, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc.
Beth-Ann J. Schwartz - Chi Omega
Fraternity.
Michele T. Scott - Academic Honors
A s s o c ia tio n , G o ld e n K e y H o n o r
Society,Pre-Law Association, Student
Health Advisory Committee.
Sarah H. Sheikh - Pre-Health Club,
Pakistan Student Association.
Katherine M. Shelton - SVEA
Sheila L. Sigafoos - Golden Key Honor
Society - President, ODU Madrigals,
ODU Concert Choir - Chairperson for
Community Services.
Jeanette L. Sing - Psi Chi, Golden Key
Honor Society.
Dylan P. Smith - Phi M u Alpha
Sinfonia.
Lauren J. Smith - Beta Beta Beta.
Chalarra A. Snead - Golden Key Honor
Society, Delta Sigma Theta, Order o f
Omega.
Patricia N. Southhard - Golden Key
Honor Society.
James H. Spriggs - DPMA, Golden
Key Honor Society, Beta Gamma Sigma
Shannon L. Stansbury - Student
S en a te, H o n or C ou n cil, P re-L a w
A s s o c ia t io n , S tu d e n t C o n d u c t
Committee, Chair o f Rules Committee
Stephanie Stockdale - Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc., staff writer “Inter Alia”,
Aikido Club
Koshua N. Stratton - Y o u n g

Tamara Y. Summers - Delta Sigma
Theta, Order o f Omega, Arm y R.O.T.C.,
National Pen-hellenic Council, Greek
Council.
Kazumi Takao - J.S.A.
Kelly J. Triplett - Recreation Leisure
Studies Majors Club - Secretary, Pi
Beta Ohi Fraternity.
Cynthia C. Vaught - Golden Key Honor
S o c ie ty , H is to ry H o n o r S o c ie ty ,
Geography Honor Society
Tammy M. Vertz - President, ODU
Historty Club, Vice President Phi Alpha
Theta
Rick Viganski - member Student Art
League, Golden Key Honor Society,
Graphic Designer Mace and Crown
Lisa I. Waller - Pi Sigma Epsilon
Kendra C. Ward - PSE, Vice President
o f Promotions, Student Mentor CBPA
Brad R. West - HPE Club
James F. Westcott - Men’s Rugby
Club
Amanda B. White - ASCE, SWE, Tau
Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon
Dayna Williams - Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc. treasurer, Black Student
Alliance, Laureate Yearbook
Jennifer A. Williams - Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship, publicity chair,
Golden Key Honor Society, Pi Kappa
Phi
Phalishia C. Wingate - NROTC Battery
Operations officer, Sem per Fi Club,
Drill Team Commander, Students for
Christ
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Graduates,
bom your first moment on campus to this very special
day, toe

havewatched in awe as you haoe grown and i

c h a n g e d . . . as you haoe found your place in the
world and discovered your voice. How,
as you embark onto the path of a
challenging career and new lifestyle,
remember that we support you and are
so very proud of you.
Congratulations
Class of

!

Warmest Regards,
your parents and the
Old Dominion University
Division of Student Services

172 ?4dventi&e*HeHt
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O LD D O M IN IO N U N IV ERSITY
Calling All New Graduates!
Welcome to Your Alumni Association!

Services

a n d benefits include:

• Quarterly Alumnews mailings
• Free Library privilegesfor oneyear
• Access to Affinity Programs
(group insurance rates, credit cards, etc,)
• Chapter, Club or Council memberships

■

Stay in touch with your
fellow graduates, friends
and faculty through the
YO U N G ALUM NI C O U N C IL
Your connection to
Old Dominion University
Call the Alumni Relations Office at 683-3097
1-888-ODU-3435, tollfree

a

u

11«
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|804) 583-1000 BUSINESS
(804) 583-3193 FAX
(804) 587-7070 RESIDENCE

/.-S p e n d s o jn e time a t 7 V O T ^ 4 . and

pow er up
W
p F ju mr p

your future!

start your college cat||er!

coLow ai
BANKER O

JOAN D, GIFFORD, CRB, GRI
Chairman of the Board

Expect the best

Hundreds o f classes available!

COLDWELL BANKER
GIFFORD REALTY, INC.

Convenient schedules and
cam jn iibcation s!

1547 E. UTILE CREEK RD.
P.O. BOX 14399
NORFOLK, VA 23518 :

Caring teachers, quality education

and affordable tuition!

What
Class
Call (703)

An Independently Owned and Operated Member of ColdweB Bahker Resiejemiai Affiliates, Inc.

COKtora. to. to. tio n s
C/o.e s
- 7~k& tfearioo/ Staftft

Congratulations
to the
Graduates
of
1997!
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C o lle g e J e w e lr y

Congratulates
the Class

1997

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1997

Rings available at the bookstore

1 800 278-8330
-

)

-

We Guarantee Great Impressions
We Guarantee Great Impressions

Your one stop f o r f a s t , fr ie n d ly , a n d e ffic ie n t service!
We specialize in providing the following services:
B & W Copies; Color Copies; Soft Bindings; Laminating
Passport Photos; Notary Public Services
Folding/Stapling & Collating; Faxing Services

WE OFFER FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY!!!

4708

Hampwn BLvd.

Nonpolk, Va

23508

If you want your job done right the first time, on time, and with
courteous service then bring your job to us.
At COPYTRON we are the best!
?hone

489-0502
440 -0 0 8 0

i 757)

Fax (7 5 7 )
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"The official
Old Dominion
University
Bookstore."

A complete selection
of new and used
textbooks, clothing,
gift items, greeting
cards, trade books,
school
supplies,
snacks and much,
much more.

Open early and late

your convenience.

Store Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 8:00-7:00
Fri.
8:00 - 5:00
Sat.
11:00-3:00
Phone 683-3404 or 683-0048
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Complete shock went across
the country as it was
anounced that 230 people
lost their lives in a TWA
plane crash just off the shore
of Long Island. Today , the
cause of the crash is still
unknown, with a bomb
or mechanical
failure as
possible
reasons.

October

(People W eekly)

m

Nobody w ill ever forget
the courage that
American Olympian Kerri
Strugg showed as she
nailed a landing, despite
an injury, to give her and
the gym nastics team a
gold medal. Kerri said, “ I
didn't want to be
remembered for falling on
my butt in my best
event.’*

Yankees Win! Yankees vin! I t s
been twenty years and a lo: Ig await eI
lees brin!
. one ap the New York Y
I, “World
home baseball’s top
pipions.** Babe Ruth ould have
he played!
■proud to see the t|
win again.

f
{SportsIllustrât

year in revie
178
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November

William Jefferson Clinton made history as
he received 50% of the popular vote and
became the first Democrat to be elected
to a second term in 60 years. Education
is likely to occupy much
more of the president’s
time in his second
term.

November

December

O.J. Repeat? That’s right, OJ Simpson
was in court again, but this time it was
in Civil Ck>ur^^^^^^^ndi£ference
between this tiiai and theft*»! is that
O.J. liBniave to take the stanq

■Michael J<||dan in the
; movies? As tf ra S a sn s
already done enough, the
famous basketfedBlaye*
WBBm to his list of playing
baseball, golf and
^HRsketbal«j|wSpace Jam,”
H B r an ani|nated/lVs~action
p P ^ basketball comedy opened
after Thanksgiving and
became agraner popular
Warner Bros, movie.

tyean, û t
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Seetaatti. a£

he seasons around campus are
very diverse. There are days of up to 105
degrees during the summer and down to
almost zero during winter nights. As if that
wasn’t enough, there’s rain, sleet, snow,
fog, ice, and plenty of humidity.
The changing of the seasons could
be seen in the leaves around campus. As
the seasons change, glorious arrays of
orange, yellow, scarlet, and gold hues
spread throughout campus. This beautiful
arrangement of colors could especially be
seen on Webb lawn throughout the peaceful
landscape. After the leaves change, winter
consists of relentless rain and slippery
snow. Then came spring and everybody
started disappearing from class because
it’s so nice outside and everybody wanted
to get out, and with the beach just 30
m inutes away, escaping fo r a little
parasailing, jetskiing, surfing or sunbathing
is a good way to take a break from studying.
In the end there’s always something
to do no matter what the weather is like. If
it’s raining out, one can go to the mall,
bowling, skating, etc. If it’s snowing, Mount
Trashmore is a hot spot for sledding and
the ski slopes are only 3 hours away.
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s students get older they become
more health conscious. All over
campus students can be seen, drinking water
instead of soda, walking an extra mile instead
of driving, or even taking a bite out of an
apple instead of a potato chip.
Other students decide to work out in
one of the school’s gyms, lifting weights and
running on a tredmill. Some students even
play on one of the recreational teams or take
an hour out of studying to jog or run around
campus.
Working out is not just the only way
students were more health conscious. In
Webb Center many students find the Healthy
Choice restaurant a good alternative to more
fattening foods. Sandwiches on wheat bread
filled with low fat turkey or ham and lots of
vegetables is always a healthy way to go.
Some students even decide to take
advantage of a vegetarian meal offered by
the cafeteria.
Since college, can be very stressful, it
is always helpful for a student to be healthy.
Staying in shape and eating the right foods
will help students to live a longer life and help
prevent problems in the future.
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ight Old Dominion
Your valor soars!

j

Blue and silver
worn with pride,
We’ve got the spirit,
here on our side!
Hail Old Dominion,
Your courage roars!
Hail Old Dominion,
Your valor soars!
Old Dominion ~
GO BIG BLUE!
Our Victory Lies
in you!
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ight Old Dominion
Your valor soars!

j

Blue and silver
worn with pride,
We’ve got the spirit,
here on our side!
Hail Old Dominion,
Your courage roars!
Hail Old Dominion,
Your valor soars!
Old Dominion ~
GO BIG BLUE!
Our Victory Lies
in you!
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Editor in Chief:........,................................ Debra Freeman

X k a rv k s
.... .......... Kristi Werner

Graduate Assistant:

Managing Editor:...... ...... ..........
..... . David Dilts
Layout Editor:....
..... ........
..... ...Heather Vipond
Assistant Layout Editor........................... Tomrriy Smigiel
Photographic Editor........................... ......Oscar Gomeiz
Copy Editor:...................
............. ......... Laurie Bloom
Business Manager:. ...............

................. Monica Butler

Advisor:.............

.................. ........... Therese Mitchell

Staff Members:

Marketing: Kristal Hodnett
Copy: Ben Dunn, Dayna Williams,
Nora Champagne, Jerry
Photo: Dionne Beocker,Mala Mangalan,
Kanesha Hall, Latoya Dumas
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Dana Burnett
Barb Hale
Carol Hudson
James Hunt
Kourtney Kopchick
Mace and Crown
Mr. George Moose
Yolanda Murphy
Scott Nesbitt
Kisha Petticolas
Student Activities Office
Chuck Thomas

<z *tote fa u n tic ccUt&i...
Wait and see. That was the theme that the yearbook staff came up with
approximately ten months ago. Who would have thought those three
words would dominate my waking and sleeping hours?
I can’t imagine anything more difficult than putting a book together
while going to class and working at the same time. But fortunately,
I didn’t have to do it alone; my illustrious staff made sure that I didn’t
have to.
There is no way that I can thank each and every one of the staff
members enough; there wouldn’t be a book without y’all!
Oscar—It’s ten o’clock; do you know where your clipboard is?
Monica—No, I don’t want to buy an ad...well, maybe.
Heather—You haven’t left yet?
Tommy—I have two words for you; raw hamburgers.
Mouse—Anybody seen the Pied Piper?
Dave—Are you done with your paper?
A special thanks goes to Theresa Mitchell, our advisor. I appreciate
you being available at any time that I needed you.
The staff always kept the office full of humor, warmth, and trash. I
haven’t seen the office clean since this summer, but that is a small
price to pay for the creation of an amazing book.
But to be honest, there’s another reason why this book means so
much to me. This is my last year as an undergraduate student at Old
Dominion, and there isn’t any possible way that I can cram four years
at^this school into one page. But I can say thank you to the two most
important people in my life; my
friends and family. All of you guys
put up with my constant whining
and crying, how can I repay you
for your constant patience?
In closing, this has been both the
best and worst year of my life. I
learned more about W ebb,
cropping, and deadlines than
anyone would want to know. But
I have also learned that you can
never completely prepare for
anything that happens in life; one
can only be flexible as well as
informed. And after that, well, you
can only wait and see.

V olum e 10, the
Laureate, Wait and See, the
yearbook of Old Dominion
University, was printed by
Herff Jones, in Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania with a press
run of 400 copies.
The 1997 Laureate
has a trim size of 9x12 inches
and contains 192 pages
using 80 lb bordeaux paper.
End sheets are the colortext
(gray). The cover was
formulated and designed by
yearbook staff members.
The cover is vibratext navy
w ith s ilv e r s ilkscre e n
(applied color) with a grain
of English linen. The seal
has an embossment weight
of 160 pt.
The 1997 Laureate
was com p le te d using
Macintosh computers with
the Pagem aker 5.0 and
H erff J o n e ’s program
PageMaster. Print type was
set in Bookm an, Brush
Script, Present and Birch.
Color photos were
p rocesse d
by
D avor
Photography in Bensalem,
Pennsylvania. Black and
w h ite
photos
w ere
processed by yearbook
photographers in the student
publication’s dark room.
This book would not
be possible w ithout the
support of the administration
and the students of the
University. Thank You! The
continuation of this support
will keep the yearbook and
the memories alive at ODU.

•Hail
A l ma M a tei*

Flail X o U K e e Oui* y\lm a )^Ac\\e.r

B l ue and S ilv e r *1—Iail!

B y X K e O c e a n s B illo w s F ly in g

S e e them T-Vowdly S a il.
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This book concludes another
year in th e life o f Old Dominion and its
students. These past tw elve m onths
have m e a n t d iffe r e n t th in g s to
d iffe re n t students.
For freshm en, it m eant th e
realization o f the im portance o f taking
on added responsibilties and th e
sa tisfaction o f com pleting th e ir firs t
year o f college. During this year th e y
began to grow and discover th e ir
tr u e id e n t it ie s th r o u g h m u ch
introspection.
For sophom ores, it was a continuation o f
making new friends, grow th, and deciding w hat
to do next. Beginning to conce ntrate on th e ir
major, and becoming more serious about th e ir
futures.
This past year fo r juniors was a pivotal
p o in t in th e ir collegiate careers. Decisions were
solidified on career goals and o pportunities, and
how to achieve them .
And fo r seniors? Well, conscious decisions
were made on th e ir futu res. The big question
was w h eth er to s ta rt a career or to continue
w ith th e ir education. There was obvious pressure
from parents, as well as them selves, to achieve
and to excel.
However, no m a tte r w h at year a s tu d e n t
is in a t this university, th e bonds which unite us
cannot be broken. We
are all joined in the
r itu a lis tic dance o f
higher education and
m ental stim ulation.
A n d s in c e w e can
n e v e r fo rs e e th e
fu tu re , we can only
w a it and see.
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